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THE SUPERNATURAL IN THE TRAGEDIES OF 
EURIPIDES AS ILLUSTRATED IN PRAYERS, 
CURSES, OATHS, ORACLES, PROPH-
ECIES, DREAMS, AND VISIONS 
BY ERNEST HEINRICH KLOTSCHE 
The spirit of the Greek drama is preeminently religious. Not 
only in its beginnings, hut throughout the most flourishing period 
of its history, it was in intimate connection with the supernatural 
which entered into its very heart, and constituted one of its essen-
tial elements. The theatrical representations at Athens, even in 
the days of Euripides and Aristophanes, were constituent parts 
of a great religious celebration. 
The presence of the supernatural element in Greek tragedy 
involved a definite attitude toward it on the part of each indi-
vidual dramatist. The strength of personality which JEschylus, 
Sophocles, and Euripides possessed made them voice their own 
conceptions concerning the supernatural. 
.2Eschylus) himself profoundly religious, accepted the popular 
religion unhesitatingly trying to reconcile it with the more ad-
vanced conceptions of his time, by purifying its grossness and 
harmonizing its various inconsistencies, thus imparting to the re-
ligion a new intense vitality. The moral government of all things, 
the misery and mystery of sin, the power and mysterious dealings 
of the gods, their terrible and inscrutable wrath, their certain ven-
geance upon sinners form the background of his thought. A 
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sublime imagihation lifts him to a region where the great forces 
of the universe seem to be close about him. No poet has sur-
pass.ed him in his power of creative imagination, by which he 
brings a whole world of mythical figures into being. With amaz-
ing impressiveness he presents the dim borderland between the 
material and the spiritual. With dreams and visions he deals 
habitually and brings them into his dramatic fabric with con-
summate skill. At times in his reference to the divine power of 
Zeus he almost approaches. a stern and sombre monotheism. 
"One God above all, who directs all, who is the cause of all" 
(Ag., 163, 1485). 
Sophocles, on the other hand, has no profound interest in the 
supernatural, but accepts it as a traditional feature of tragedy. 
Though he is by no means unconscious of the discordant elements 
in human life and destiny, he firmly believes in the goodness and 
the justice of the Gods, not attempting to solve a problem in the-
odicy. His interest is primarily in the conflict of human passions, 
set before us in definite characters. Behind the mortal passions, 
hQwever, are the gods, and with an original and skilful use of 
the supernatural elements he makes them really contribute to the 
whole design, without allowing them to overpower the mortal 
participants. 
A man of a different spirit, and, although contemporary with 
Sophocles, a man' of a different world, is E~tripides. The old 
world was dying, the new world was not yet born. It was an age 
of intellectual growth, but of religious decay, when most men 
were disengaging tqemselves from their traditional belief. The 
popular religion-the very foundation of tragedy-had been un-
dermined. Scepticism had begun to be busy with the legends 
which that religion consecrated. Neither Gods nor heroes com-
manded all the old unquestioning faith, and yet the old religion 
still kept a real hold on the minds even of the most thoughtful. 
Under these circumstances the duty of the tragic poet was one of 
some difficulty, especially as far as the handling of the super-
natural in tragedy was concerned. Sophocles remaining true to 
the old faith in the Gods of his age and nation preserves an out-
ward acquiescence in the traditional beliefs, while Euripides, ap-
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proaching tradition with -the liberal frankness of the new age, is 
by no means favorable to the established religion which had served 
the two older dramatists so well; and yet in his tragedies super-
natural manifestations play just as important a part as in those 
of his predecessors. This fact occasions surprise, indeed, and 
certainly demands discussion. 
It is peculiarly difficult to estimate correctly the moral and re-
ligious views of Euripides. He is an elusive poet, not easy to 
comprehend. Many even of his fellow-countrymen failed to un-
derstand him, and modern critics, since the middle of the eight-
eenth century until a recent period, have generally considered 
him not only a bad poet, but a bad man; and yet no other Greek 
poet, except Homer, has made so deep and lasting an impression 
on ancient and modern literature. Despite the jibes of Aris-
tophanes who declared that Euripides' poetry died along with 
him (Frogs, 869), and vehemently refused him recognition even 
in Hades, Euripides after his death was universally regarded as 
a great poet. The Greek tragic poets of the succeeding centuries 
patterned their plays upon his. At Rome he was early made 
known through the translations of Ennius and had a marked in-
fluence upon the Roman drama. Poets in all ages have thought 
well of him and he has generally been the favorite with modern 
authors and dramatists far more than lEschylus and Sophocles. 
Milton felt and expressed great admiration for him. Racine, 
Alfieri, Browning, Goethe, and others were influenced by the 
ancient poet and imitated him. He was not only a favorite with 
the masses in ancient times, he appeals to the reader of to-day as 
well; and this fact is in part doubtless due to his modern treat-
ment of the same human interests that are alive for us to-day. 
Concerning- the religious sentiments of Euripides the late Dr. 
Verrall in his "Euripides the Rationalist," "Essays on Four 
Plays of Euripides," and" The Bacchantes of Euripides" has at 
great length and with much subtlety made an ingenious attempt 
to prove that Euripides was a destructive thinker, "a sceptic of 
the aggressive type," who wrote his plays with the intention of 
attacking the traditional relil:}ion, but.in order to avoid posing as -
an open enemy to the state lleligion, attempted to accomplish his 
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ends by handling the supernatural -elements as unconvincing or 
even ridiculous. 
It is true, Euripides often represents the Gods in an unfa-
vorable light, and has no real reverence for them; but how far 
the poet speaks in his own name or lets the characters in his 
drama speak is sometimes hard to decide; on the other hand, as 
for example in the "Bacch.e," and, to a certain extent, in the 
" Supplices," he most closely adheres to the method of using the 
supernatural adopted by his predecessors. His handling of the 
supernatural reveals a spirit of open-mindedness and vacilla-
tion which makes it difficult to define correctly his religious views. 
But he deserves a hearing not only as the poetical interpreter of 
the age of the sophists, but especially as one who bears witness 
to the religious ideas of his time. 
Our search will be conducted in a limited 'sphere. It does not 
treat of the theology of Euripides in general, but of the super-
natural in his tragedies as illustrated in prayers, curses, oaths, 
oracles, prophecies, dreams, and visions. 
Before proceeding to the collection and study of the various 
examples it may be said that our material will be collected from 
the eighteen extant plays and remaining fragments of Euripides' 
works, excluding the "Rhesus," which has come down to us 
under his name, but is now almost universally recognized as 
spurious. 
I. THE ALCESTIS 
The earliest of the extant plays of Euripides, the "Alcestis," 
which was brought out in 438 B.C. as the fourth play of a 
tetralogy, contributes for our discussion only a few examples of 
the poet's handling of the supernatural element. 
The character of Alcestis, the heroine of the piece, her heroic 
self-sacrifice, her conjugal love and motherly care are depicted 
with overpowering pathos in a fervent prayer offered before the 
altar of Hestia, the Goddess of the family-hearth and the home: 
Ale. 163--69: 
OetT7rOLP', E'YW 'Yap ~PXO~L Kara. x{}ovos, 
7raVVUraTOV (FE 7fPO(f7riTlIOVU' air';'uOj.LaL, 
TEKV' op</>o.vivlTo.t Tap.a., Ko.L T0 P.EV </>£A"IV 
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ITVIEV~OV iiXoxov, TV af 'YEvvaiov 7rOIT'v. 
JJ.7Ja' &1T7rEP aVTwv 1] TEKOVIT' a7roXXvJJ.a, 
t'JavEiv awpovs 7raiaas, aX.>.' Evoa£JJ.ovas 
~v 'YV 7raTPCPq. TEP7rVOV ~K7rAiilTa, {J£ov. 
"Queen, for I pass beneath the earth, I fall 
Before thee now, and nevermore, and pray:-
Be mother to my orphans: mate with him 
A loving wife, with her a noble husband. 
N or as their mother dieth, so may they, 
My children, die untimely, but with weal 
In the home-land fill up a life of bliss." 
It is worth noticing that the poet does not expose Alcestis to 
view in the act of prayer, as though the situation were too solemn 
to be exhibited before the eyes of the spectators. We learn Al-
cestis' prayer from her handmaid who describes in most affecting 
terms her mistress's farewell to the beloved home. . 
A somewhat different mode of handling the supernatural ele-
ment is found in a prayer of the chorus representing the friends 
of Admetus: 
Ale. 213-25: 
LW Zev, rls all 1rWS 7rOPOS 7rq. 
"YEVOLT' K. 'T. x. 
cr,va~ IIa,av, 
~~EVPE JJ.7Jxav~v ?"LV' , AaJJ.~T4' KaKwv, 
7rOP'IE aiJ 7rOP,IE. Ka< 7rapos 'Yap 
'TOVU' E<pevpes, Kal pUP 
AVT7JpLOS be tJallaTOV 'YEVOV, 
<pOVLOV a' a7r07raVITOV" A,aa ... 
"0 Zeus, for our lords is there naught but despair? 
No path through the tangle of evils, no loosing of chains that 
have bound them? 
... yet uplift we in prayer 
Our hands to the Gods, for that power from the days everlasting 
hath crowned them. 
o Healer-king, 
Find thou for Admetus the balm of relief, for the captive 
deliverance! 
Vouchsafe it, vouchsafe it, for heretofore 
Hast thou found out a way; even now once more 
Pluck back our beloved from Hades' door, 
Strike down Death's hand red-reeking with gore!" 
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We should expect that Admetus' friends having heard of the 
predicted fate of Alcestis, instead of praying desperately: "0 
Zeus! 0 Healer-king!" would have acted and hurried to rescue 
the queen from her fate and tell her and Admetus that the" fatal 
day" will bring no further harm whatever. Their way of acting 
can be explained only by assuming that they were entirely under 
the influence of the traditional belief in oracular prediction. 
A notable specimen of vision is found in the following verses 
where Alcestis in language exceedingly pathetic describes the 
apparition of Charon and Hades: 
Ale. 252-63: 
opw OLKW1fOP opw uKacpo~ 
JlEKUWP 0' 7rOpiJp,EVS 
hwp x'p' E7r1 KOPTiiJ Xapwp p,' ij01J KaXii; K. T. X. 
cl,),EL p.' cl,),EL JLE TLS, oux opq.s; 
JJEKVWV es aVAQ.v 
tnr' oCPptJ(rt. KV«Vav'YEO"L {3Xbrwv 7rTEPWTOS fI ALoas 
TI PE~"S; p,EiJES. oiap 
ooop a o .. Xal.OTaTa 7rpo{3a£pw. 
"I see the boat with the oars twin-sweeping, 
And his hand on the pole as in haste aye keeping, 
Charon, the Ferryman calleth, 'What ho, wilt thou linger and 
linger? 
Hasten,-'tis thou dost delay me!' he crieth with beckoning 
finger. 
One haleth me-haleth me hence to the mansion 
Of the dead !-dost thou mark not the darkling expansion 
Of the pinions of Hades, the blaze of his eyes 'neath their 
caverns out-glaring! 
What wouldst thou ?-Unhand me!-In anguish and pain by 
what path am I faring!" 
A "vision" is that which is seen otherwise than by the ordinary 
sight; it may be an imaginary, supernatural, or prophetic sight. 
In this case it is an imaginary vision. While none of those pres-
ent are aware of the apparition, Alcestis hears the Ferryman call 
her and sees winged Hades beckon. Such fancies are nothing 
unusual in a woman who is approaching inevitable death and has 
gone already through a prolonged series of fatiguing devotions 
and harrowing farewells, from weakness to exhaustion, and 
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finally to hallucination. Dying persons often imagine that they 
see flitting forms, and appeal to others whether they are not 
equally conscious of their presence, as Alcestis asks:, oux op~s; 
(259). That the poet, however, uses such visions as superna-
tural manifestations may be demanded by the traditional belief 
and dramatic propriety. Such supernatural manifestations, which 
often recur in connection with tragedy, always appeal to an in-
terest in the unseen deeply rooted in human nature. Even in the 
most sceptical lingers a certain respect for such matters. 
, In the prologue Apollo proclaims an oracle of the Parc~: 
Alc. 12-14: 
., AOJl.1JTOV aorw Tall 7rapavrL,,' eKcPv,¥Eiv, 
ii.""op oLa""a~aPTa Toi~ KaTw peKpoP. 
"Admetus shall escape the imminent death 
If he for ransom gives another life." 
and making use of his prescience he predicts that Heracles shall 
rescue the heroic Alcestis from the grave and the arm of death, 
thus revealing the denouement of the drama: 
Alc. 6S-D9: 
~ p,rrv uv 7relCTEt' KaL1rEp WILDS WV ii:yav' 
TO!OS cJ>~P'1TO~ er'TL 1rP"~ oop.ovs ~pr,p, 
Evpv".t1ews 1rep.if;aPTos L1r1rELOP p.eTa 
OX1Jl-'a 8Pl1' K7JS EK rl:nrwlI OVUXELtJ.epWV, 
as oiJ ~epwt1els Toiuo' ~p , AOP.r,TOV il6p.oL~ 
{Jiq. ,¥vpaiKa Tr,POE u' ~aLpr,uETaL. 
" Surely thou shalt forbear, though ruthless thou, 
So mighty a man to Pheres' hall shall come, 
Sent of Eurystheus forth, the courser-car 
From wintry-dreary lands of Thrace to bring. 
Guest-welcomed in Admetus' palace here 
By force yon woman shall he wrest from thee." 
The fulfillment of this prophecy, namely the return of Alcestis 
from death to life is the central theme of the play. But the pre-
diction itself is of religious importance; it appeals to the re-
ligious instinct and offers an assurance that the just are in the 
hands of God. 
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2. THE MEDEA 
The" Medea" was acted in 43I B.C. We may grant that the 
play is not a faultless one, but even the detractors of Euripides 
cannot deny it the excellence of true tragic pathos. The cha;-
acter of the heroine of the play, her ardent temperament, her 
proud and daring spirit are also portrayed in the prayers and 
curses which the poet puts into her mouth. 
Medea in utter distress imprecates death upon herself: 
Med. 144-48: 
atai, 
oui p.ou KE</>aXas </>M~ oopavla 
{lalTJ 'Tl OE p.o, riiv ~Tt KEPOOS; 
</>EU </>.u' iJavaT~ KaTaXuualp.ap 
{lwTap UTU'YEpap 7rpoX'7rOUua. 
"Would God that the fl..ame of lightning from heaven descending, 
descending, 
Might burn through mine head I-for in living wherein any 
more is my gain? 
Alas and alas! Would God I might bring to an ending, an 
ending, 
The life that I loathe, and behind me might cast all its burden 
of pain I" 
The chorus on comprehending the cause of her distress appeal 
to the Gods and speak words of consolation: 
Med. 149 ff. : 
iJ.tES, ;;, ZEjj Kal 'Yo. Kal </>(;,s, 
axap otal' a. ilVUTapos 
P.EX7rEt pVp.</>a; K. 'T. X. 
"0 Zeus, Earth, Light, did ye hear her, 
How waileth the woe-laden breath 
Of the bride in unhappiest plight? etc." 
Then Medea appeals to Artemis in the matter 'of her marriage 
imprecating destruction and ruin upon Jason, her forsworn 
husband: 
Med. 16~5: 
& p.E'Yo.Xa 8EP.' Kal 7ro'TpL' Apnp." 
XEvuuEiJ' Il. 7ro.uxw, P.E'Yo.XO'S ilPKO'S 
~V07JUaJ.l.Eva TOll KUTapaTOll 
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7r6(TtP; ;)11 7r'OT' eyw pvp,cjJap 7"' EUl50LJ.L' 
av-roLS p.EAaiJpOtS OtaKPawp.EPOVS, 
ot 'Y' EP.E trPOUiJEP TOAP.WU' 6.OtKELP. 
"0 Lady of Justice, 0 Artemis' Majesty, see it, 0 see it-
Look on the wrongs I suffer, by oaths everlasting who tied 
The soul of mine husband, that never from the curse he might 
free it, nor free it 
From your vengeance! 0 may I behold him at last, even him 
and his bride, 
Them, and these halls therewithal, all shattered in ruin, in 
ruin!-" 
Cf. also Med. 332: 
ZEv, p.1! }..aiJoL (Fe TWPO' os alTws KCtKWlI. 
" Zeus, Zeus, forget not him who is cause of this! " 
After a hitter reproach against her husband's unmanliness 
Medea expostulates with Zeus: 
Med. 516-19: 
;:, ZEii, Tl o.q )(pvuoii P.EP Ils Ki{301}AOS ; 
TEKP./Jpl ap(jpwtro<utP (f,trauas uaq,ij, 
apopwp 0' I5TCjl xp.q TOP KaKOP OtEtOEPat, 
OVOEis xapaKT.qp EP.trEq,VKE uwp.an; 
"0 Zeus, ah wherefore hast thou given to men 
Plain signs for gold which is but counterfeit, 
But no assay-mark nature graven shows 
On man's form, to discern the base withal?" 
The chorus fully aware that the fatal act of Medea's killing 
her own children cannot be prevented by any human interference, 
call on the holy Earth which is about to sustain the pollution of 
blood, and the Sun, that grandsire of the wretched woman not to 
allow her to murder her children: 
Med. 1251-60: 
to, rii. TE Kai trap.q,a.qs 
aKTls 'AEAlov, "(trWET' 'tOfTE rap 
OAOjJ.ElICtJl ,),vvaLKa, 7rplv cf.>oLviall 
TEKPOtS trpou{3aAELP XEP' aVToKToPOP; K. T. A. 
"0 Eearth, 0 all-revealing splendour 
Of the Sun, look down on a woman accurst, 
Or ever she slake the murder-thirst 
Of a mother whose hands would smite the tender 
Fruit of her womb. 
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But thou, 0 heavep-begotten glory, 
Restrain her, refrain her: the wretched, the gory 
Erinys by demons dogged, we implore thee, 
Snatch thou from yon home! etc." 
An earnest and impassioned invocation of the Gods is made by 
Jason on account of his children murdered by Medea: 
Med. 1405-07: 
ZEV, TaO' aKOVf:L~ ws G.1rEAaUVOj.lEtJ', 
ora TE 7raUX0Jl.EV ~K dj< Jl.vuapii .. 
Kal 7ra,ooq,ovov T;jUOE XEa£V1/<; K. T. X. 
"0 Zeus, dost thou hear it, how spurned I am?-
What outrage I suffer of yonder abhorred 
Child-murderess, yonder tigress-dam? etc." 
On Medea he pronounces an imprecation: 
Med. 1327-29: 
~p'Yov T Xiiua ovuuEfjEuTaTov. /lXOLO. 
"Thus hast thou wrought . 
Now ruin seize thee! " 
Med. 1388--90: 
aXXa u' 'Ep,v,,< 6XEUELE TEKVWV q,ovla TE tl.£K1/. 
" N:ow the Fury-avenger of child~en smite thee, 
And Justice that looketh on murder requite thee! " 
A curse presupposes the supernatural as well as a prayer. A 
curse is a wish expressed in words that evil may befall a certain 
person. The wish may be expressed by a God or spirit, in which 
case it is wish, will, and fact in one; or it may be an appeal to 
another supernatural person to execute it. Euripides makes 
dramatic use of curses not only because they were survivals from 
the past, but also because the supernatural element connected 
with imprecations had evidently still a hold upon the popular 
imagination. 
Wherever reference to oath is made in our play the religious 
binding force of the oath is assumed and the perjurer considered 
a cursed villain. Medea is amazed at the perjurer Jason: 
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Med. 492.95: 
5PKWII 8. q,poV8T/ 7ricrTt~, 008 ~Xw p,atJe," 
ei. tJEOVS POJ.Ll!'ELS TOUS TOT' OU" iiPXEtP Ert, 
1] KaLVa KEi.uiJaL iJ€Up,r.' av{}pW7rOLS 'nl, vUP. 
t7rEl. (TVVDLU{)6.. 'Y' fis Ef.L' OV" EVOPKOS &v. 
"But faith of oaths hath vanished. I know not 
Whether thou deem'st the olden Gods yet rule, 
Or that new laws are now ordained for men. 
For thine heart speaks thee unto me forsworn." 
Indignant at Jason's perfidy the chorus exclaims: 
Med. 439-40: 
{3E{3aK€ 0' OPKWP xap,s, ova' ET' aLOWS 
'EAAM, Tfi. p,e-yuA'l- p,EII .. , altJepia 8' UIIE7rTa. 
"Disannulled is the spell of the oath: no shame for the broken 
troth 
In Hellas the wide doth remain, but heavenward its flight hath 
it taken." 
At the conclusion of the play Medea declares Jason as forsaken 
by the Gods, who will not heed his request because he is for-
sworn: 
Med. 1391---92: 
Tis De «"AVEf. (TOU "'EO'; 1) oalJ.1.wv, 
TOU if;eoo6pKov KaL ~e",a7rUTOV; 
"What God or what spirit will heed thy request, 
Caitiff forsworn. who betrayest the guest?" 
Medea demands an oath of JEgeus in order to attain a safe 
refuge after having carried her designs into effect: 
Med. 731-32: 
EO"Tat TaO'; aXA&' rrtUTLS EL 'YEPOtTO }.LOt 
TOVTWJI, EXOL/L' UV 1raVT4 1rPOS UEIJEV KaAWs. 
"SO be it. Yet, were oath-pledge given for this 
To me, then had I all I would of thee." 
Med. 735-36: 
To{rrOfS 0', opKloUTL }LEV rV,),eis, 
a,),ovULJI DU !J.eIJe'i' li" EK "(alas EJ.Lf. 
"Oath-bound, thou couldst never yield me 
To these, when they drag me from the land." 
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JEgeus takes the oath: 
Med. 752-53: 
i'Jp.vvp.t r;jv KaL Aap.7rpOV 'HAlov </>o.os 
iJEOVS TE 'll"o.vTas EP.P.EVEiv It uov KMw. 
"By Earth, the Sun's pure majesty, and all 
The Gods, I swear to abide by this thou hast said." 
Medea asks him: What do you imprecate on yourself to suffer 
if you do not abide by this oath? 
Med·754: 
• • Tl 0' OPKCf' 7ciJOE J.L~ 'PJ.lElIWlI 1I"'at?OLS; 
".For broken troth what penalty?" 
JEgeus answers: 
Med. 755: 
a TO'iUt ovuue/'JOVUt -yl-yvETat {1POTWV. 
"The worst that scourgeth God-despising men." 
The oaths of Jason by which Medea was induced to cross from 
Asia to Europe are represented as a person or supernatural power 
which brought her: 
Med.206-1O: 
'TOP & Ai:XEt 7rpooorav KaKOVVp,cpOV-
iJEOKAVTEi 0' il.OtKa 'll"aiJovua 
Tap Zallos opKlav 8EJ,LLV, 
It "t" ~{1auE" K. T. A. 
" ... the traitor to love who with false vows caught her 
Who in strength of her wrongs chideth Heaven, assailing 
The Oath-queen of Zeus, who with cords all prevailing 
Forth haled her, and brought her o'er, etc." 
The "Oath-queen," i.e., who watches over the fulfillment of 
oaths. Themis caused Medea to cross over, because the latter 
believed in the oaths of Jason. 
Among the Greeks, as among the ancients generally, the oath, 
regarded as a divine institution, had a sacred character. When 
the Gods had been called to witness, one's obligation was abso-
lute. Zeus was called ZEV~ OPKLO~ (Hipp., I025) , the" guardian 
of oaths," or TaJ.![a~ OPKW (Med., 170), the" steward of oaths," 
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who punishes men who break them. In the fJovAEVT~PLOV at 
Olympia there was a statue of ZEUS IJPKtoS with a thunderbolt in 
each hand. (Paus. V, 24,9). 
As regards the formula of oath sometimes a prayer of a some-
what conventional form constitutes the oath, but besides these in-
stances we find in the tragedies of Euripides as well as in Greek 
literature in general numerous examples of well-marked formulas 
of oath, which are mostly references to deities, as "by Zeus;" 
"I call Zeus to witness," vat ILG. ,6.La o 7rPOS fJEWV' tUTW ZEUS' UVIL-
p,a.PTVUL fJEois. Med. 619: oaLp,ovas ILapTupop,aL. 
Med.2I-22: 
/3oq. /lEV IlPKOV~, avaKaXeL IlIE Ile~,iis 
7rlUTLP p.eylcrT71P, Kal. {Jeovs p.aprvpETat. 
fJo~ IJPKOVS implies the calling for the vengeance due to broken oath; 
OE~La.S 7rLum is used of plighting troth by the hand. 
Med. 4I2-I3: 
• • • {JEWP 0' aUKEr, 7rlUTlS apapE. 
fJEWV 7rLuns is the appeal to the Gods as witnesses of a pledge, or 
faith plighted in the sight of the Gods. 
Sometimes a curse is invoked on himself by the swearer that 
he may perish if he fails to keep his oath, as Med. 755. The 
Greeks usually swore by a divinity that was in so~e way con-
nected with the subject of discourse. So Medea (395) swears 
by Hekate, the patroness not only of witches, but of all who com-
pounded poisons, philters, etc. Medea figures throughout the 
playas a magician and accomplishes her vengeance largely 
through the aid of sorcery. 
An oracle is mentioned in vv. 666 ff. JEgeus has been to Delphi 
to inquire how he may be blessed with offspring. He is on his 
way to Pittheus to consult him on the meaning of the obscure 
oracle. The God had said: 
Med. 679 and 68I : 
aO-KOV /le TOV 7rpovXOVTa /l1} Xvo-a, 7r6Ila, 
7rplv liv 7raTpc/av ali,'hs EO-Tlav /l6Xw • 
. " Loose not the wine-skin's forward-jutting foot, 
Till to the hearth ancestral back thou come." 
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This oracle adds nothing particular to our search, except that it 
is a striking instance of an obscure and ambiguous oracle. Its 
real meaning being "to preserve continence till his return 
home"; but etO"KOV }'VO"o.~ 'TrOOo. also signified "to untie the foot-
skin of a wine-bag." 
3. THE HIPPOLYTUS 
In the" Hippolytus " we meet with several remarkable features 
of the supernatural element. The subject of the play is the ven-
geance which Aphrodite, the Goddess of love, exacts from the 
hero after whom the play is named. The prologue is spoken by 
Aphrodite. She tells us that she is wroth against Hippolytus, 
because he has slighted her in word and deed; then she goes on 
to declare her intention of avenging herself by a plot involving 
Phcedra's destruction as well as his. 
"Theseus shall know this thing; all bared shall be: 
And him that is'my foe his sire shall slay 
By curses, whose fulfilment the Sea-king 
Poseidon gave to Theseus in this boon-
To ask three things of him, nor pray in vain. 
And she shall die-O yea, her, name unstained, 
Yet Phaedra dies: I will not so regard 
Her pain, as not to visit on my foes 
Such penalty as is mine honour's due. 
But,-forasmuch as Theseus' son I see 
Yonder draw near, forsaking hunting's toil, 
Hippolytus,-forth will I from this place. 
Ha, a great press of henchmen following shout 
Honouring with songs the Goddess Artemis! 
He knows not Hades' gates wide flung for him, 
And this day's light the last his eyes shall see." 
(42-58.) 
By means of this prediction-as is usually the case in the pro-
logues of Euripides-the spectators are made familiar before-
hand with the subject of the play. In the opening scene the hero 
of the play enters with attendant huntsmen whom he exhorts to 
extol the praise of Artemis. They respond in the lofty str'ain: 
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Hipp. 61-72: 
TOTIno. 7rOTPLa UEj.LPOTara, 
Zavos 'YEvetJXov, 
xa'ipe XaiPE JIm, W Kopa K. T. X. 
'0 Maj esty, Daughter of Zeus, dread Queen, 
I hail thee, Artemis, now, 
o Leto's Daughter, 0 Zeus's. child, 
Loveliest far of the Undefiled! 
In that great Home of the Mighty Father, 
The palace of Zeus, mid the glory-sheen 
Of gold-there dwellest thou. 
o fairest, to theeward in greeting I call, 
Artemis, fairest of Maidens that gather 
In Olympus' hall! " 
Then Hippolytus offers a garland of flowers to Artemis; hence 
our play is sometimes called "Stephanephorus,'" the "wreath-
bearer." 
Hipp. 73-87: 
lTol T01l0E 7rAEKTOll CTTEtpaJlOll e~ aK7JparOU 
AELj.LWlIOS, W OEU7rOLV«, KOUJ.Lf}(J'as t/>epw, 
~vtJ' OVTe 7ro'Jl.7}V· 0.1;<0< <pEp{JELV {JaTO. 
our' fJA/}-l: 7fW uloTJPos, fLAX' aKi]paTov K. T. X. 
" For thee this woven garland from a mead 
Unsullied have I twined, 0 Queen, and bring. 
There never shepherd dares to feed his flock, 
Nor steel of sickle came: only the bee 
Roveth the springtide mead undesecrate: 
And Reverence watereth it with river-dews. 
N ow Queen, dear Queen, receive this anadem 
From reverent hand to deck thy golden hair; 
For to me sole of men this grace is given, 
That I be with thee, converse hold with thee, 
Hearing thy- voice, yet seeing not thy face. 
And may I end life'? race as I began." 
In this beautiful prayer the poet portrays with exqUIsIte skill 
the ideal of a chaste and pious character. Hippolytus' piety is as 
untainted as his purity. 
The Old Nurse who tries in vain to persuade Hippolytus to 
worship Aphrodite steps up to the altar of that Goddess whose 
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statue or symbol, like that of Artemis, was on the stage, and 
utters the following prayer: 
Hipp. II4-20: 
?JJ.1.lis OE, TOUS VEnVS -yap au J.Up:qTEoJ', 
CPPOPOVlITES OVTWS WS 7rpE7rEl. OOVAOLS AE'YftV, 
1rpOUEv~op.Eu{}a TOLUL UO\S &''YaAp.aUL, 
IiEU7rOLVa KV7rPL. 
K. T. A. 
"But we-who m4st not tread in steps of youth-
With whispered humbleness most meet for thralls 
Make supplication to thine images, 
Queen Cypris. It beseems thee to forgive, 
If one that bears through youth a vehement heart 
Speak folly. Be as though thou heardest not; 
For wiser Gods ·shoulct be than mortal men." 
The same sentiment of piety and devotion as in the prayer of 
Hippolytus in vv. 73-87 is expressed in the words in which he 
addresses his favorite Goddess, when he knew that his fate was 
sealed: 
Hipp. 1092-94: 
iJJ q,LATaTfJ P.OL liaLp.Ovwv AfJTOVS KOPfJ 
uvv{}aKE uV'YKvva'YE, q,EV~ovp.Eu{}a Ii~ 
KAELvas 'A{}1ivas. 
"Dearest of Gods to me, 0 Leto's Child, 
Companion, fellow-huntress, I shall flee 
Athens the glorious." 
The end soon comes, and the dying Hippolytus is brought 
home. In lamentations loud and deep he calls on Death, the 
healer: 
Hipp. 1373-76: 
Kat P.OL 8avaTOS llaLav ~A{}OL. 
1rpOUa7rOAAVTE p.' /)AAVTETOV livulialp.ov'· 
&'P.q,LTOp.oV M'Yxas ~pap.aL 
IiLap.oLpo.uaL. 
" Give ye sleep unto me, 
Death-salve for my pain, 
The sleep of the sword for the wretched-I long, oh I long to 
be slain." 
Then suddenly is he aware of the presence of Artemis. A mar-
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vellous fragrance reveals her presence, and the dying youth mo-
mentarily revives and addresses the Goddess to whom he is faith-
ful unto death: 
Hipp. 1391-93: 
W iJeiolJ ooJ.'fjs 11"lIevp.a· Kat 'Yap Ell «aKois 
. c,v vrn'Jop:rw rrov KaVeKOvrp£rrt'h}v oE!,a~' 
~UT' tV .,.(nrOI.UL TotO'lo' " APTEJ.l.LS iJea; 
" Ah, perfume-breath celestial I-mid my pains 
I feel thee, and mine anguish is assuaged. 
Lo in this place the Goddess Artemis!" 
But the Harne pious, innocent Hippolytus being keenly consciou~ 
of the injt:3tice of his fate pours out his grief to the God»: 
Hipp. IOoo-til: 
w {JEDl, -rl oijTa "l"OU}J.Ov ou }"bw UTO}J.a, 
ilrrTL~ 7' orp' op~'v, oD~ rrEflw O,oAAv!,a,; 
"0 Gods, whJ can I not unlock my lips, 
Who am destroyed by you whom I revere?" 
and cries out as he dies: 
ZEii ZEii, Tao' bpijs; 
go' 0 CTEJ.lJlOS E")'W Kal iJeoubrTwp, 
1Sil' b rrwrpporrvv'O 'll"a/lTa~ O'll"EprrXW/I 
7f'p01nrTOJl ES II ALorw O'Tt:lxw «ani ')'7]S, 
oAErra~ flloTov !,oX,'jov~ 0' I1.AAW~ 
T;j~ EvrrEfl£a~ 
E!~ av,'jpw'll"ov~ ~'II"o/l''1rra. 
" Ah Zeus hast thou seen? 
Innocent I, ever fearing the Gods, who was wholly heart-clean 
Above all men beside,-
Lo, how I am thrust 
Unto Hades, to hide 
My life in the dust! 
All vainly I reverenced God, and in vain unto man was I just." 
The chorus, too, though confessing they derive consolation 
from a belief in the care of the Gods, declare that on looking at 
the chances and changes of human life, they fail to get a clear 
VIew of the dealings of providence: 
"When faith overfloweth my mind, God's providence all-embracing 
Banisheth griefs: but when doubt whispereth 'Ah but to know!' 
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No clue through the tangle I find of fate and of life for my 
tracing: 
There is ever a change and many a change, 
And the mutable fortune of men evermore sways to and fro 
Over limitless range. 
Ah, would the Gods hear prayer! etc." (Hipp. 1102 ff.) 
The prayer which Euripides puts into the mouth of Hippolytus 
(1363-69) not only shows lack of consistency in drawing the 
character of Hippolytus, but it also illustrates how ready Euripi-
des is to discredit the religion he did not believe in. Here the 
question arises: Why, if Artemis so loved Hippolytus, did she 
not interfere to save him? In vv. 1327 ff. she explains wHy she 
could not prevent the deed, for there is a law of the Gods not to 
oppose one another: 
Hipp. 1325-30: 
••• aXX' op.ws 
~T' fUrl. O'ol Kai TWPOE CTV'Y,,),VWJ.l'YJs 'TvXEiv' 
Kil'lrp,s 'Yap .q,'}EX' WqTE 'Yl'YlIEq,'}a, T6.0E, 
7rX1]pouqa ,'}vp.l",. ,1EOLq, 0' wo' ~XEL lIOP.OS· 
OVOEIs a7rallTall {JovXETa, 7rpo,'Jvp.L", 
TV TOU ,'}.XOllTOS,. aXX' aq,'QTap.Eq,'}' aE1. 
This explanation given by Artemis well fits Prof. J ebb's note~ 
worthy conception of our play. According to him the whole 
action of the play is made to turn on the jealous feud between 
Aphrodite, the Goddess of love, and Artemis, the Goddess of 
chastity. "The natural agency of human passion is now re-
placed by a supernatural machinery; the slain son and the be-
reaved father are no longer the martys of sin, the tragic wit-
nesses of an inexorable law; rather they and Phredra are alike 
the puppets of a divine caprice, the scapegoat of an Olympian 
quarrel in which they have no concern." (Jebb on Euripides in 
Encycl. Britannica.) 
Some examples of imprecations or curses occur in our play. 
Phredra pronounces a curse on the Nurse who without the queen's 
knowledge and consent has revealed to Hippolytus the whole 
situation: 
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Hipp. 682-86: 
i:i 7ra,,(KaKluT'I/ Kal q,lXwv IiWq,lJOPEV, 
or' Etp'Yauw tLE. Zeus O'E '¥ElIJI.qTWP Ej.LOS' 
7rPOpptlov ~KTpl"'EtEV OVTaUa~ 7rVPl. K. T. X. 
"Vilest of vile! destroyer of thy friends! 
How hast thou ruined me! May Zeus my sire 
Smite thee with flame, blast thee to nothingness! 
Did I not tell thee-not divine thy purpose?" 
Another example is found in vv. 887 ff., where Hippolytus 
charged by Theseus with the crime of having made dishonorable 
proposals to Ph~dra, is cursed by his father with a fatal curse: 
Hipp. 887 ff. : 
aXX' .;, 7raTEP IIoUEtliov, as E/oLol 7rOTE 
apas inrEuxov rpe'is, ILLq. KaTEp-yauaL 
TOVTWV E/oLCW 7raili', 7J/oLEpaV liE /oL7J q,v"(Ot 
T7}vli', Et7rEP 7J/oL'iv c;,7raua~ uaq,Ei~ apas. 
~ ;ap' I1~UEL5wJ; aiTo~ d~ '/ALO~V ;VA~S' 
rJa1l611Ta 1rEJ.l-Y/EL 'TaS Ej1.QS apas ul:j3WlI, 
1} rfjuoE xwpas EK7rf:O'WlI tiAWj.U;vos 
tEV7]V E7r' a1all AV1rPOJl 0.1I'r A fTlTt:L /3LOV. 
"Father Poseidon, thou didst promise me 
Three curses once. Do thou ·with one of these 
Destroy my son: may he not escape this day, 
If sooth fast curses thou hast granted me. 
Either Poseidon, reverencing my prayers, 
Shall slay and speed him unto Hades' halls, 
Or, banished from this land, a vagabond 
On strange shores shall he drain life's bitter dregs." 
With this passage compare vv. 44 ff., where Aphrodite predicts 
this curse: 
" And him that is my foe his sire shall slay 
By curses, whose fulfillment the Sea-king 
Poseidon gave to Theseus in this boon-
To ask three things of him, nor pray in vain." 
and vv. 1173 ff., where the messenger brings the news of the ful-
fillment of the curse. 
Hippolytus asserts his innocence imprecating Zeus' punishment 
upon himself in case he is guilty: 
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Hipp. II91--93: 
ZEV, p:1]KET' ELrW, Et KaKOS 7rEfjJVK' av.qp· 
at(n'JO'TO 0' ilp,as ws o:np,a!;« 1I"aTilp 
.qTO' I'}avovTas I) "'aos OOOopKOTas. 
"Zeus, may I die if I"a villain am! 
May my sire know that he is wronging me, 
When I am dead, if not while I see light!" 
Finally the innocent Hippolytus being deadly wounded cries 
out: 
Hipp. 1415: 
"'EV ttl'}' !Iv apaiov oalp,o(Hv {JPOTWV ')'EVOS. 
"0 that men's curses "could but strike the Gods!" 
The same innocent, pious Hippolyttls who according to his own 
words had" ever reverenced and feared the Gods," wishes that 
the human race had the power of bringing curses on the Gods! 
What greater condemnation of the traditional Gods could there 
be than this! 
In the well known passage v. 6I2 Euripides seems to express 
doubt as to the sanctity of oabh. When the Nurse adjured Hip-
polytus by his oath not to betray her wretched mistress he ex-
claims in his fury: 
Hipp.612: 
iI ')'xwuu' op,wp,ox', iI OE "'pilv avWlLOTOS. 
" My tongue has sworn: no oath is on my soul." 
Cicero who renders this celebrated line: Juravi lingua, mentem 
injuratam gero (De Off. III, 29), defends the sentiment. Aris-
tophanes parodies it in several passages (Arist. Acharn. 398-99; 
Frogs 102; I47I; and Thesm. 275-76). The comic poet, like 
many others, misrepresents this line of Euripides, as though he 
justified the breach of an uttered oath on the plea of a mental 
reservation. This verse is also said to have brought upon Euripi-
des the charge of impiety (Arist. Rhet. III, I 5). That the poet 
intended to imperil the respect due to oaths, is an unjust and ab-
surd accusation. First of all it is always precarious to judge a 
dramatic poet by the excited utterances of his characters; and 
then, if this verse is read in its proper place and interpreted in its 
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context, it is easily explained. Phcedra's nurse before she in-
forms Hippolytus of the passion which Phcedra has conceived for 
him, makes the young man promise not to reveal the secret she is 
about to communicate to him. Having made the promise under 
oath Hippolytus declares that if he were not b01md by his oath 
he would unhesitatingly reveal the whole truth to his father, The-
seus. This shows that the utterance in v. 612 is nothing but a 
sudden outburst of self-reproach on the part of a youth of stain-
less purity, indignant at having been entrapped into a verbal oath 
of whose true meaning he was at the time utterly ignorant. Paley 
considers it uncertain whether Hippolytus spoke these words in 
earnest or merely to frighten the Nurse. But whatever may be 
said to explain this line, we know that Hippolytus feels himself 
bound by the oath: 
Hipp. 656--58: 
EV 0' "luilL, TOVP.01l q' Evue{3Es uwtEt, 'Yvvat' 
El p,.q 'Yap I5pKoL~ IJ.wv 1ic!>paKTo~ 11 'petJrw, 
aux fiji 7rOT' EUXOV JL7J OU TaO' E~EL7rELV 1farpl. 
"Woman, I fear God: know, that saveth thee. 
For, had I not by oaths been trapped unawares, 
I had ne'er forborne to tell this to my sire,' 
and at the conclusion of the play, we find him bearing his father's 
unjust resentment, and even exile and death, rather than violate 
this very oath, which he declares in 612 to be no oath at all: 
Hipp. 1062--63: 
ou oijrCt 7rallTWS ou 7rl/JOLf,L' all ofis J.LE oet, 
p.aT1JlI 0' clV OPKOVS uV'YxeaLp.' 0 us wj.UJua. 
"No I-whom I need persuade, I should not so, 
And all for naught should break the oaths I swore!" 
And Artemis bears testimony to Hippolytus' faithfulness III the 
following words: 
Hipp. 1306--09: 
1} u~ at OPKWP 7raLol u1JJLulJlEt "OUOV. 
o 0' WtI1fEP W1I olKaws OU" BptO'1fero 
XO'¥OLUtJl, ovo' ali 7rPOS ueiJElI KaKovj.u;1I0S 
I5pKwv ac!>EiX. 7rlCTTLV, EVCTE{3.q~ 'YE'YW~. 
" ... her nurse 
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Told under oath-seal to thy son her pangs: 
He, even as was righteous, would not heed 
The tempting; no, nor when sore-wronged of thee 
Broke he the oath's pledge, for he feared the Gods." 
Taken in its context v. 612 may, indeed, be justified; but the 
formula itself is objectionable on account of the possible abuse of 
its application. When Euripides distinguished between the 
tongue that pronounces the formula of the oath and the mind 
that does or does not acquiesce in the words pronounced; he did 
certainly not intend to express doubt as to the sanctity of oaths 
or even justify perjury, but intended to distinguish between valid 
and invalid oaths thus attempting to goad people to reflection. 
We may, however, well imagine that the Greeks in .Euripides' 
days, who were nourished on the idea that the formula of oath, 
when pronounced, was absolutely binding, were scandalized when 
they heard in the theatre that oaths might be discriminated ac-
cording to the circumstances under which they were made. 
The following oath of the chorus is important for the sequel 
of the play. It prevents the chorus from revealing to Theseus 
the truth about the relations of Hippolytus and Phcedra and 
saving Hippolytus: 
Hipp. 713-14: 
i'JJJ.JlvJJ.' UEJJ.V¥W· APTEJJ.'V ~'os KOP7/V, 
J.L1]8EJI KaKc;,p trw." EtS' cpaos OE~~ELP 'irOTE. 
"I swear by reverend Artemis, Zeus' child, 
Never to bare to light of thine ills aught." 
The formula 'f APTEf.J.LV .:lL~S KoprJV was suggested by the statue of 
Artemis, which stood on the stage. 
Euripides had no regard' for the function of soothsa.yers or 
prophets. He evidently considers them as l'ublic impostors and 
attacks 'them whenever opportunity offers. Hippolytus driven 
from Attica hy his father, complains that he has been exiled 
without a trial, without proof of the crime of which he is accused, 
and without consultation of the soothsayers: 
Hipp. 1055-56: 
OVO' IJPKoV oVO' .".lunv OVO' p,avTEwv 
"'~JJ.as ~AE'Y~as iJ.KP'TOV ~K{3aAeis JJ.e 'Y~s; 
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"Nor oath, nor pledge, nor prophet's utterance 
Wilt test, but cast me forth the land untried?" 
and Theseus replies with no respect for the art of ornithomancy: 
Hipp. 1057-59: 
f} OEXTOS ;joe KXijpOV OU oeoeyp,EV'T/ 
KaT1ryopli. uov 7rurrlJ." TOUS 0' inrep Kapa 
q,OtTwvTas IJPVftS 7r6XX' ''Yw xa£pftv XE'Yw. 
"This tablet, though it bear no prophet's sign, 
Acuseth thee, not lieth: but the birds 
That roam o'erhead-I wave them long farewell." 
NB. In vv. 6r6 ff. Hippolytus expostulates with Zeus and lays 
the blame on him that woman is man's scourge: 
" Why hast thou given a home beneath the sun, 
Zeus, unto woman, specious curse to man? etc." 
The whole passage is a sally of doubtful sincerity, and since it is 
not so much an invective against Zeus as an invective-and per-
haps the most bitter piece of an invective-against women, it is 
of little importance in regard to the poet's handling of the super-
natural element. 
4. THE HECUBA 
The "Hecuba" (about 425 B.C.) treats of the revenge of 
Hecuba, the widowed queen of Priam, of Polymestor, king of 
Thrace, who had murdered her youngest son Polydorus, after 
her daughter Polyxena had already been sacrificed by the Greeks 
to the shade of Achilles. 
Hecuba appears on the stage and declares that she has been 
driven from within her tent in alarm at a vision. The vision was 
the ghost of her murdered son, Polydorus, whom she believes to 
be safe and well in Thrace. She adds that she also has been 
warned by an ominous dream about her daughter Polyxena. 
From these apparitions she infers that some misfortune is im-
pending over both her children and is anxious to consult her 
prophetic children, Cassandra and Helenus, as to the purport of 
these supernatural manifestations. Besides this vision and this 
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dream a previous appearance of Achilles' ghost over his tomb had 
added to the alarm and confusion. 
Hec.68-78: 
c::; UTEP07ffJ. .1,os, & uKorLd vv~, 
rl 7rOT' atpo!J.aL EVVVXOS OVTW 
oelJ.LcicTl., cj>acrlLaUL; W 7rOTvr,a xUwv, K. T. X. 
" 0 lightning splendour of Zeus, 0 mirk of the night, 
Why quake I for visions in slumber that haunt me 
With terrors with phantoms? 0 Earth's majestic might, 
Mother of dreat1Js that hover in dusk-winged flight, 
I cry to the vision of darkness' Avaunt thee! ,-
The dream of my son who was sent into Thrace to be saved 
from the slaughter, 
The dream that I saw of Polyxena's doom, 
Which I saw, which I knew, which abideth to daunt me." 
Hec. go ff.: 
.Ioov 'Yap {JaA,aV ~Xacpov AVKOV arp,ov, xaXij. 
ucpa!:op,Evav, a".' ~p,&v 'YovaTwv u".au,J<iuav ava'YKq. OtKTpWS. 
"For a dappled fawn I beheld which a wolf's red fangs were 
tearing, 
Which he dragged from my knees, whereto she had clung in 
her piteous despairing." 
Hecuba reflects again on the apparition of her son: 
Hec. 702-06: 
W}LDt, ataL, EJ.l.aiJov ElI{nrVLOJI oJ.1.J.Lo:rwv 
~p,wv 151/t'v, oil p,. ".apE{Ja cpa-
up,a p,.Xav6".repov, 
liv weioov ap,cpl u', 
W TEKJlOV, DUKET' OJlTa ~LOS EJI c!>a.H. 
"Woe's me, I discern it, the vision that blasted my sight! 
Neither flitted unheeded that black-winged phantom of night, 
Which I saw, which revealed that my son was no more of the 
light." 
Doubtless, Euripides employs such supernatural element of 
dreams and visions as a survival of a primitive belief. But the 
~redominant reason for employing supernatural apparitions and 
manifestations in tragedy, especially where a serious effect is 
aimed at, is the desire of the poet to arouse terror. The fear of 
ghosts and the fear resulting from dreams, is, of course, vague 
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and hard to define, but the feeling is rooted deeply in the human 
soul that there are such supernatural forces and that they are of 
doubtful friendliness to man. Hence Euripides calls Earth "the 
Mother of dreams" regarding dreams as sent up from the re-
cesses of the earth, i.e., from Hades; therefore they are" black-
winged," i.e., gloomy and of evil portent. 
Different types of prayers occur in the "Hecuba." In utter 
distress Hecuba fervently implores the Gods to spare her children: 
Hec.7!Hlo: 
w XOOVLOL ?JEDl, UWUd'TE ?rate;' EjJ.OV, 
lis p.aJlos otKWJI I1:YKVP' 'p.WJI. 
"Gods of the Underworld save ye my son, 
Mine house's anchor, its only one." 
Hec.96-97: 
Q,1r' EJ.La~ o{w a1r' EI-'a~ "OOE 1rdLOOS 
1rEjJ.Y;aTE, oal""oIlEs, LKETf;VW. 
"0 Gods, I am suppliant before you !-In any wise turn, I im-
plore you, 
This fate from the child of my womb! " 
. Euripides, who sometimes seems to deny or call in question the 
existence of the Gods, makes Talthybius moralize on the strange 
dispensations of heaven and the caprice of fortune: 
Hec. 488-91: 
w Zev, rl AE~W; 1rOTEpa q' avOpw7rOVS opiill; 
11 oo~o.JI aAAWS T.qJlOe KEKTij(nJo., 1'0-711" 
.pevoij, OOKoiJJlTo.S oo.,p.aJlwJI elJlo., 'Y'Jlos, 
'TVX7W OE 7raV'Td TaP !'POTOLS E7rLUK01rf:LV; 
"What shall I say, Zeus ?-that thou look'st on men? 
Or that this fancy false we vainly hold 
For nought, who deem there is a race of Gods, 
While chance controlleth all things among men?" 
In conformity with this sentiment the poet makes Polymestor 
say: 
Hec. 958-60: 
c{>pvPOV(TL 0' o.OTa l1eol 7raA'JI Te Ko.l 7rpDUW 
Tapa'YJ.LCw ElITdJEJI'TES, ws o.,),pwui{t 
uE/3Wp.EJI o.OTOVS. 
" All things the Gods confound, hurl this way and that, 
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Turmoiling all, that we, foreknowing nought, 
May worship them." 
Prayers to the dead are of frequent· occurrence in Euripides. 
Achilles' son attempts to propitiate his father's ghost by sacrifice 
and prayer and all the host joined in that prayer: 
Hec. 534 ff. : 
if> 1I"'ai I1'71AEWS, 7raT1}p 0' Ef.LOS, 
oE~a, xoas /Joov TaCTOE K. T. A. 
" Son of Peleus, father mine, 
Accept from me these drops propitiatory, 
Ghost-raising. Draw thou nigh to drink pure blood 
Dark-welling from a maid. We give it thee, 
The host and 1. Gracious to us be thou; etc." 
Invocations of the dead presuppose. that the departed soul, 
though beneath the earth, still has the semblance of existence and 
the power of hearing. In this case the spirit of the dead was not 
only thought to be propitiated by the sacrifice, but actually to 
taste it. 
Polymestor having obtained an oracle from the Thtacian seer 
Dionysus foretells to Hecuba that she shall die by a fall from a 
mast after having been changed into the canine species, and to 
Agamemnon that he will die by the hand of his wife: 
Hec. 1261 ff. : 
Kpbo/v /JoEV oi'iv 7rECTOVCTav EK KapXIJCT£WV K. T. A. 
"Nay, but shall whelm thee fallen from the mast. 
Yea-slay him too, upswinging high the axe." 
5. THE ANDROMACHE 
The" Andromache" was not acted at Athens in the author's 
life-time. Its plot belongs to the same division of the Trojan 
affairs as the "Hecuba" and the "Troades," viz., the fortune 
of the captives after the destruction of their city. The" An-
dromache" is by no means one of the best plays of Euripides. It 
also contributes only a few examples to our discussion, but those 
few are characteristic Of the poet's handling the supernatural 
element. 
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Orestes, who prays to his patron God: 
Andr.900: 
iii if>oi{3' aKEurwp, 7r1}ILarwII ool1}s AVUtll. 
"0 Healer Phcebus, grant from woes release!" 
assumes that the Gods do wrong; in the following verse (901) he 
asks Hermione: 
"What ails thee? Art thou wronged of Gods or men?" 
and Hermione answers in the affirmative: 
" Of myself partly, partly of my lord, 
In part of some God: ruin is everywhere! " 
In the choral ode (lo09ff.) the divine founders of Troy, Apollo 
and Poseidon, are upbraided for having abandoned to destruction 
their once beloved city: 
Andr. 1009---16: 
iii if>oi{3e 7rVP'Ywuas 
TOP Ell 'IXlctJ EVTEf.X71 7ra.:yov K. T. A. 
TaAatJIaV j.LEiJeiTE Tpolall; 
" 0 Phcebus, who gavest to Ilium glory 
Of diadem-towers on her hights,-and 0 Master 
Of Sea-depths, whose grey-gleaming steeds o'er the hoary 
Surf-ridges speed,-to the War-god, The Waster 
With spears, for what cause for a spoil did he cast her, 
Whom your own hands had fashioned, dishonoured to lie 
In wretchedness, wretchedness-her that was Troy?" 
In the famous speech which the' poet puts into the mouth of 
Andromache, and in which he expresses his own dislike of the 
Sparta.ns, he pronounces an imprecation on that people: 
Andr. 451---53: 
Db AE'YOPTES liXXa /.LEv 
'YAWUUll, q,polloiwTfs 0' ItAA' EcJ>evpluKeuiJ' ae£; 
oAOtuiJe. 
"Convicted liars, saying 
This with the tongue, while still your hearts mean that, 
N ow ruin seize ye! " 
The oracle-god is portrayed as a pitiless character, who con-
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demns Neoptolemus to death when engaged in expiating a small 
offence thus seeking by prayer and sacrifice to assuage the wrath 
of the God: 
Andr. II61-6S: 
TOLavt}' (, Tois II:AAOLUL t}EU7r'!;WV Il.va~, 
o rwv OLKalwp 7ra.CTtV avf}pW7rOLS KPLT.qS, 
lilKas OL06vTa 7raio' ~opau' 'AXLAAEWS. 
Ep,v7]p,6VEVUE 0' &U7rEP Il.vt}PW7rOS KaKOS 
7I"aAaLCl PElK7] ° 7rWS Civ OUV ei1] uocjios; 
"Thus he that giveth oracles to the world, 
He that IS judge to all men of the right, 
Hath wreaked revenge upon Achilles' son,-
Yea, hath remembered, like some evil man, 
An old, old feud! How then shall he be wise?" 
The satire in these lines so freely reflecting on the alleged 
justice, impartiality, and wisdom of Apollo is in keeping with the 
poet's attitude elsewhere; d. Ion 436 ff. The poet's enemies of 
old were delighted with the handle which such passages offered 
against him. (Arist. Thesm. 450.) 
6. THE ION 
The "Ion "-chronologically placed somewhere between 424-
421 B.c.-may safely be called one of the most perfect and beau-
tiful of the Greek tragedies. The young Ion is a priest at the 
temple of Delphi when Xuthus and his wife Creusa, daughter of 
Erechtheus, come to inquire of the God concerning their child-
lessness; and it is discovered that Ion is the son of Creusa by the 
God Apollo. 
The "Ion" represents the supernatural, and especially the 
oracle-god in as unpleasant a light as possible. 
In a monody of remarkable beauty, and full of pure-minded 
and devout sentiments Ion describes with enthusiasm the pleas-
ure, he takes in the service of Apollo, his patron god, vv. 82-183. 
To quote only: 
Ion 128-43: 
Kaho" ')'E TOP 7rOVOV, W 
if?O'i{3E, uol 7rPO oop,WV AaTpEVW K. T. A. 
"'Tis my glory, the service I render 
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In thy portals, 0 Phrebus, to thee! 
I honour thy prophet-shrine. 
Proud labour is mine-it is thine! 
I am thrall to the Gods divine: 
Not to men, but Immortals, I tender 
My bondage; 'tis glorious and free: 
Never faintness shall fall upon me 
For my father thee, Phrebus, I praise, 
Who hast nurtured me all my days: 
My begetter, mine help, my defender 
This temple's Phrebus shall be. 
o Healer, 0 Healer-king. 
Let blessing on blessing upring 
Unto Leto's Son as I sing!" 
There are few things more charming in Greek literature than 
the picture of Ion's childlike innocence and priestly sanctity which 
Euripides portrays in these lines. Ion reminds one strongly of 
the boy Samuel whose ministrations are painted with so exquisite 
a grace in the Old Testament. But as soon as Ion hears of the 
God's deed he breaks forth in this wise: 
Ion 436-51 : 
/lOmJ'T1JTEo~ oe pm 
if>o,{Jo~, Ti 7raux .. · 7rdP,'}e/lOV~ {Jill- 'YdjJ.W/I 
7rpoolowuL, K. T. A. 
" ... Yet must I plead 
With Phrebus-what ails him? He ravisheth 
Maids, and forsakes; begetteth babes by stealth, 
And heeds not, though they die. Do thou not so! 
Being strong, be righteous. For what man soe'er 
Transgresseth, the Gods visit this on him. 
How were it just then that ye should enact 
For men laws, and yourselves work lawlessness? 
For if-it could not be, yet put it so-
Ye should pay mulct to men for lawless lust, 
Thou, the Sea-king, and Zeus the Lord of Heaven, 
Paying for wrongs should make your temples void. 
For, following pleasure past all wisdom's bounds, 
Ye work unrighteousness. Unjust it were 
To call men vile, if we but imitate 
What Gods deem good :-t.hey are vile who teach us this." 
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For the same sentiment cf. Creusa's words, 
vv. 249 II.: 
" ... looking on Apollo's dwelling place, 
I traversed o'er an ancient memory's track: 
Afar my thoughts were, and my body here, 
Ah, wrongs of women I-wrongful-reckless deeds 
Of Gods! For justice where shall we make suit, 
If 'tis our Lord's injustice crushes us?" 
Again she charges Apollo with injustice 
Ion 384 II.: 
& if>oifJE, KaKEi Kav{}6.0' OU oLKaLO< EI K. T. A. 
"0 Phcebus, there and here unjust art thou 
Unto the absent one whose plea is here. 
Thou shouldst have saved thine own, yet didst not save; etc." 
and in the violent invectives vv. 881 ff. she cannot find sufficient 
imprecations wherewith to curse before Heaven the "ravisher-
bridegroom" (9II) who has made her mother. 
These passages not only show that the poet requires the Gods 
to teach by example and not merely by precept in order to furnish 
a moral standard for humanity, but these verses also illustrate 
how ready Euripides is to bring forward with great force the 
grosser side of the Greek legend, and to discredit the religion 
with which he is not at all in inner harmony. Toward the end of 
the play, however,-as in other tragedies of Euripides, where the 
Gods are most severely assailed,-the conduct of the God is vin-
dicated by Athena who speaks for her brother, vv. 1595 ft. "Well 
hath Apollo all things done: etc.;" and Creusa finally admits the 
justice of Apollo: 
"Here me: Phcebus praise I, whom I praised not in mine hour 
of grief, 
For that whom he set at naught, his child, to me he now re-
stores, etc." 
and the chorus insists ·at the end that the God's ways are not our 
ways, and that their seeming injustices are made good in due 
time: 
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Ion 1619-21: 
iJJ ~tO~ A'1TOV~ T' • A-IrOAAOV, Xai/)' ;;T4? 0' .AallllETat K. T. A. 
" Zeus' and Leto's Son Apollo, hail! Let him to powers divine 
Render homage undismayed, whose house affliction's buffets 
smite: 
For the good at last shall overcome, at last attain their right; 
But the evil, by their nature's law, on good shall never light." 
Creusa's prayer in vv. 410 ff. is characteristic on account of its 
ambiguity: 
Ion 410-12: 
iJJ 1!'OTVta if>ol/3ov P.fiTEP, E! 'Yap aiO'l.w~ 
~AtJOtP.EJI, ii TE v<jiv O'vp.{3oAaLa 1!'POO'tJEV ~V 
Es 1raLOa TOP <TOY, J..I.ETQ.7fE(},OL {jEA:rlova. 
"Queen, Phcebus' mother, grant our home-return 
Prosperous: all our dealings heretofore 
'Touching thy son, to .happier issue fall!" 
With this prayer Creusa intentionally deceives her husband. She 
secretly refers· to the relation between herself and Apollo, while 
Xuthus is to take vcjJv for himself and his wife, the uvp.{3oAata. 
being the sacrifices which they two had formerly made to Apollo 
for children. 
Two other prayers of less importance to our investigation may 
be mentioned here. The choral ode in vv. 1048 ff. opens as a 
prayer to Hekate, the Goddess of sorcery and secret poisoning. 
She is invoked to direct to a favorable issue the stealthy attempt 
on Ion's life: 
"Goddess of Highways, Demeter's Daughter, 
Queen of the nightmare· darkness-ranger, 
Guide thou the hand that for noontide slaughter 
Shall fill the chalice, my lady's avenger, etc." 
The prayer of the chorus in vv. 452 ff. is an invocation to 
~thena and Artemis to intercede with their brother in favor of 
the ancient royal house of Erechtheus: 
"My Queen, at whose birth-tide was given 
Of the Lady of Travail-pang 
No help, hear, Pallas, my prayer, etc." 
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The Delphic oracle and the Delphic God are exhibited in a very 
unfavorable light in our play. Apollo is represented as a seducer 
of women, who attempts to hide his misdeeds by means of fraud-
ulent response: 
Ion 365-67: 
7rWS b {}EOS a Xo.{}iiv {30{iAETo., /Lo.VTEVUETo.,; 
Et7rEP Ko.{}lrE' Tpl7rooo. KO'VOV 'EXXaoos. 
o.tUXVVETo., TO 7rpii'Y/Lo.· /LTJ '~EXE'YXE v'v. 
Ion: "How should the God reveal that he would hide?" 
Creusa: "How not ?-his is the nation's oracle." 
Ion: "His shame the deed is. Question not of him." 
In other words: the God will never reveal in the oracle secrets 
against himself. Therefore the seer Trophonius 
" ... took not on him to forestall the word 
Of Phcebus. This he said-nor thou nor I 
Childless shall wend home from the oracle." 
(vv. 407-09.) 
The following verses refer to the ambiguity o~ Apollo's oracle: 
Ion 787-88: 
OTCf) ~UJlaVT7JCTeLfP EK vaov CTVtJElS 
7rPWTCfJ 7rOCTLS (16-;, 1raio' ~OWK' aVTcf1 fh:6s. 
"Whomso thy lord should first meet as he passed 
From the God's fane, the God gave him for son." 
According to vv. 537, 775, and 788 the God's oracle was: oLowp.L 
O'Ot rOJ) ll'aioa, thus leaving it ambiguous whether the boy was the 
son of Xuthus or his own son. Therefore Creusa says: 
Ion 1534-36: 
7rE.pVKEVo., /LEV oux!, owpEiTo., OE UE 
o.UTOV 'YE'YWTo.· Ko.! 'Yap av .plXos .pIX", 
oo~ TOV 0. UTOU 7ro.iOo. OEU7r0T1111 OO/Lwv. 
"Nay, not begotten; but his gift art thou, 
Sprung from himself,-as friend to friel}d should give 
His own son, that his house might have an heir." 
and Ion asks: 
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Ion 1537-38: 
;, tJEO~ a)\''1tJE~ i) JLaT1/V JLaVTEVETa,; 
EJ.tOU rapauuEt, J.l.fjTEP, Ei.KOTWS c/>pev«. 
"Is the God true ?-or doeth his oracle lie? 
Mother, my soul it troubleth: well it may." 
" Loxias "=" Apollo" was according to the popular deriva-
tion "the God of crooked answers," because his oracles were 
M~La "crooked" and so ambiguous. 
At the end after Apollo's plot has been discovered, Athena 
comes to speak for her brother, who is ashamed to appear in 
person, lest he be reproached for the manner in which he has 
managed affairs: 
Ion 1556-58: 
IIaXXa~, OPOW-l' ,nrEvuau' 'A1roXXwvo~ 1rapa, 
a~ E!~ JLEV IJ,p,v uq,wv JLoXi,v OUK 7j~lov, 
1'1] TWV 1rapo,tJE JLI;JL,p,~ E!~ JLl;uov JLOX '(1. 
" I Pallas from Apollo speed in haste, 
Who deigned not to reveal him to your sight, 
Else must he chide you for things overpast." 
Literally translated the last line reads: "lest blame for former 
things should come between" referring to Apollo's conduct in 
the past. 
The poet's usual contempt for the art of divination is expressed 
in the following verses: 
Ion 374-77: 
E!~ 'Yap TOUOVTOV aJLatJlas ~XtJO'JLEV liv, 
e;' TOUS tJeous I1KovTas EK7rOll1]uop.ev 
q,palELV a. 1'1] tJl;Xovu,v i) 1rpo(3wJLlo,~ 
u</>«,,},aLO't p...q}..wv i1 0;' oiwVWJI 7rTEpois. 
"For, 10 what height of folly should we reach 
If in the God's despite we wrest their will, 
By sacrifice of sheep on altars, or 
By flight of birds, to tell what they would veil." 
7. THE SUPPLICES 
The" Supplices" is almost entirely free from sceptical and ir-
religious sentiments and replete with respect for the Gods. The 
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short prologue from lEthra is really an indirect prayer to Demeter 
at Eleusis: 
Suppl. 1-7: 
ATI/J.1/UP ~<7TtoVX' 'EXEV<7LPOS x{}oPos 
Tfj<70' K. T. X. 
"Demeter, warder of Eleusis-land 
And ye which keep and serve the Goddess' fanes, 
Grant me and my son Theseus prosperous days, 
Grant them to Athens and to Pittheus' land, 
Where in a happy home my sire nursed me, 
lEthra, and gave me to Pandion's son 
lEgeus, to wife, by Loxias' oracle." 
Theseus, who denies the old saying" that evil more abounds 
with men than good" (vv. 196--97), expresses his gratitude 
toward divine Providence: 
"Praise to the God who shaped in order's mould 
Our lives redeemed from chaos and the brute, 
First, by implanting reason, giving then 
The tongue, world-herald, to interpret speech; 
Earth's fruit for food, for nurturing thereof 
Raindrops from heaven, to feed earth's fosterlings, 
And water her green bosom; therewithal 
Shelter from storms, and shadow from the heat, 
Sea-tracking ships, that traffic might be ours 
With fellow-men of that which each land lacks" 
(vv. 201-10) ; 
and his firm belief in divination: 
Suppl. 211-13: 
a a' ~qT' aUT}}.La KOV uacpfj, 'YI/YVWUKOP.EV 
Et~ 1rVP {JAf:rrOPTES, Kat Kara. (J'IrAo.'YXVWV 7r'TVXo.s 
p.aVTELS 7rpoCT7JJ.LaivovcTLV ol.wvwv r' lhro. 
"And for invisible things or dimly seen, 
Soothsayers watch the flame, the liver's folds, 
Or from the birds divine the things to be." 
Cf. also vv. ISS ff., where Theseus asks Adrastus: 
Suppl. 155: 
"Didst seek to seers, and gaze on altar flames?" 
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and Adrastus confesses: 
" Ah me! thou pressest me where most I erred!" (156.) 
In vv. 627 ff. Euripides lets the chorus appeal to Zeus: 
Supp!. 627-30: 
iw ZEU, ras 7fa'XawjJ.G.ropos 
7rawa'Y6vE 7rbpLOS 'Ivo.xou. 
7r6AE< MOL ~vMMaxos 
I'EVOV 7;;'0' EV/J.E1I7}S. 
" Zeus, hear us, whose offspring was born of yore 
Of Inachus-daughter, the heifer-maid! 
Oh be our champion thou, 
To our city be gracious now! " 
Adrastus professes that humanity is m close dependence upon 
Zeus: 
Supp!. 734-36: 
w ZEV, rl o~'Ta TOUS TaAa(.7fWpOvS {3POTOVS 
c!>POVELV AE'You,n; <TOU 'Yap Ei;qpT.qME,'}a 
OPWMEV TE TOLay,'}' ltv <TV TU'YXo.vllS .JEAWV. 
" Zeus, wherefore do they say that wretched man 
Is wise? For 10, we hang upon thy skirts, 
And that we do, it is but as thou wilt." 
If things go as Heaven has ordained, no wonder that the same 
Adrastus admits that prayer is of no avail. He leaves the sup-
pliant-bough on the altar as a protest that his prayer has been 
slighted, and exclaims: 
Supp!. 260-62: 
tlf;()VS TE Kat I'fjv r7]v 'Tf 7fvpc/>6pop iJeav 
A.qp:'1Tpa .JEMEvaL MapTup' .qAlou TE c!>WS, 
WS OOOEV .qMLV 'iJpKE<TaV ALTa! ,'}EWV. 
"Calling to witness heaven and earth, Demeter, 
Fire-bearing Goddess, and the Sun-god's light, 
That naught our prayers unto the Gods availed." 
Athena who comes in ex machina, bids Theseus not to sur-
render the bodies of the seven chieftains without their pledging 
themselves ever after to be faithful to Athens, and promising, 
under the most solemn imprecations, never to invade the Attic 
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territory. She prescribes the ritual of the oath, VV. 1183-1226. 
Theseus as well as the chorus express their willingness to obey: 
Theseus: 
Suppl. 1227-3I: 
OEU7rOtll.' 'A{}ava, 7r€iuo!-,at A(J"youn crois' 
K. r. X. 
" Athena, Queen, thy words will I obey: 
Thou guidest me ever that I may not err. 
Him will I bind with oaths: only do thou 
Still lead me aright; for gracious while thou are 
. To Athens, shall we ever safely dwell." 
Chorus: 
Suppl. 1232-35: 
CTT<£XWP.EV, • AopaCT"', opKLa OWP.EV 
r<;>o' avllp~ 'TrOXEL r'· ii.~La 0' .qP.LV 
'TrPOP.EJJ.Ox".qKaCTL CTE{3ECT"aL. 
"On pass we, Adrastus, and take oath-plight 
Unto Theseus and Athens. That worship requite 
Their travail for us, is meet and right." 
8. THE HERACLEIDJE 
In the "Heracleidre" Demophon, king of Athens, informs 
Iolus that they who have charge of ancient oracles declare, one 
and all, that success in the pending conflict can only be assured 
by sacrificing to Ceres the maiden daughter of an illustrious sire: 
Heracl. 403--09: 
XP'1'JO'p.,WlI 0' aof..OOVs 7raVTaS EtS Ell aXluas 
ijXE'y~a K. r. X. 
" All prophecy-chanters have I caused to meet, 
Into old public oracles have I searched, 
And secret, for salvation of this land. 
And, mid their manifold diversities, 
In one thing glares the sense of all the same:-
They bid me to Demeter's Daughter slay 
A maiden of a high-born father sprung." 
In compliance with this oracle, Macaria offers herself a willing 
victim for the welfare of the state, vv. 500 ff. 
Another oracle is proclaimed by the captured Eurystheus who 
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foretells the future destiny of those who are now triumphant 
over him: 
Heracl. 1026-29: 
KTELl", ou 7rapatTovp..al (TE' K. T. X. 
XP'T}UJ.Lce 'lrflAflLce Ao~lo V owpf}UOJ.LflL, K. T. A. 
" Slay: I ask not thy grace. But I bestow 
On Athens, who hath spared, who shamed to slay me 
An ancient oracle of Loxias, 
Which in far days shall bless her more than seems." 
His prophecy is accepted by all as a revelation vv. 1053 ff. : 
" I also consent. On, henchman-train 
March on with the doomed. No blood-guilt stain, 
Proceeding of us, on our kings shall remain." 
The words of Alcmena uttered against her divine lover, Zeus. 
are in mitigated form a cruel reproach for the past: 
Heracl. 869-72: 
W Zev, xp6p~ }.LEV Tap,' E7rEUKfY;W KaKa, 
xapLJI 0' OJ.LWS UOL TWV 'lr€'lrPfl'YJ.LfVWJI ~xw· 
Ka£ 1I"aLOa. TOll Ep,OJl 7rpoc['rh:JI ou OOKOVU' E'YW 
{}EO"iS op..LAe'iv vvv E7rluTa}J.ar.. uacf>ws. 
"Zeus, late on mine affliction hast thou looked; 
Yet thank I thee for all that thou hast wrought. 
Now know I of a surety that my son 
Dwelleth with Gods :-ere this I thought not so." 
See also her discreet complaints in vv. 718--19: 
"Never of me shall ill be said of Zeus; 
But is he just to me-ward? Himself knows!" 
9. THE HERCULES FURENS 
The "Hercules Furens" is, as regards the supernatural ele-
ment in the play, a condemnation through Hera and Zeus of the 
whole system of Gods. To the poet's favorite subject-accusa-
tion of the Gods for their alleged injustice and immorality-is 
made allusion in the invocation of the chorus: 
H. F. 798 ff. : 
W AEKTPWV ova UV,),,),EJlEtS 
eVlIn" K. T. A. 
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"Hail to the couch where the spousals divine 
With the mortal were blended, 
Where for love of the Lady of Perseus' line 
Zeus' glory descended! etc." 
It finds explicit expression in the characteristic passage in which 
Amphitryon expostulates with Zeus on account of his seduction 
of Alcmena, and his desertion of Hercules: 
H. F. 339-47: 
w ZEV, p.aTTJV lip' ojJ-o",(apiJl.l u' EKT'f]Ua}.J.,'qv, 
p.aTrw Of 7raLOOS 'YOllE' Ep,OU u' EKAVrO}J.EJI (J'u 0' ~utJ' ap' ~(juov -11 'BOKEfS elvaL cf>iAOS. 
apeTV ere lILKW {}VT/TOS W1I iJeD" ME')Iav' 
7raLOaS 'Yap au 7rpOVOWKa TOVS (HpaKAEous. 
uv 0' ELs }.lEV Evvas KPVc/noS iJ1riuTW J.WAEiv, 
TaX"AorpLa AEKTpa 001lT0'5 auBel/OS Xuf3wv, 
UWSELlI oE TOVS (javs OUK E7rLCTTaUat ¢lAOVS. 
ap,atJ-1]s TLS er iJws, Ei. olKaws OUK EcpVS. 
"Zeus, for my couch-mate gained I thee in vain, 
Named thee in vain co-father of my son. 
Less than thou seemedst art thou friend to us! 
Mortal, in worth thy godhead I outdo: 
Hercules' sons have I abandoned not. 
Cunning wast thou to steal unto my couch,-
To filch another's right none tendered thee,-
Yet know'st not how to save thy dear ones now! 
Thine is unwisdom, or injustice thine." 
In the following verses Amphitryon cnes to Zeus: 
H. F. 497-502: 
E'YW DE u', w ZEV, xe'ip' ES ovpavov OLKclw 
avow, TEKlIOLUtV et TL rouTio' WCPEAliv 
p,fJ\AELS, ap,vPELP, K. T. A. 
" But I, 0 Zeus, with hand to heaven upcast, 
Cry-if for these babes thou hast any help, 
Save them; for soon thou nothing shalt avail. 
Yet oft hast thou been prayed: in vain I toil; 
For now, meseems, we cannot choose but die." 
For the same sentiment see also Ion 436 ff. and Heracl. 718 ff. 
and H. F. 212: "If Zeus to us were righteously inclined." 
N or does Hera command our respect. The poet represents 
her as solely responsible for the undeserved sufferings of the 
great benefactor of humanity: 
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H. F. 1127-28: 
A: w Zeu, rrap' tHpas ap' op~s "JPOVWlI raoE; 
H: aXX' i1 n Ke"JEv 7roX,}J.LOV 7rurlm'Jap,ev; 
A: "Zeus seest thou this bolt from Hera's throne? " 
H: "Ha; have I suffered mischief of her hate?" 
Hera drives Hercules mad and makes him slayer of his own 
innocent children, all because of the Goddess's jealousy of Zeus. 
In reference to her fierce resentment the chorus exclaim: 
H. F. 888--90: 
i.e:., ZEU, TO O'OJI 'YElIas «,),011011 aVTiKa 
Xvuuaoes wp,o{1pw'Tes a7roLv6IJtKOL alKaL 
KaKOi(TLlI EK7rETacroVUl,v. 
" Ah misery! Zeus, mad vengeance ravenous-wild 
Straightway, athirst for requital, with evils on evils piled, 
Shall trample thy son unto dust, as though he were not thy 
child." 
Such a Goddess has no claim on the adoration of men. No 
wonder that Hercules when the dreadful truth is brought home 
to him, cries: 
H. F. 1307-10: 
TOLaVT 11 {}f4! 
Tis all rrpOUEUXOI:{}'; 1} ,),vvaLKOS' eLlIEKa 
AEKTPWV cp/Jollovua Z1']vl. TOUS Evep')'ETas 
(EXAaoos a:7rWAEU' OUOEV DPTas airiovs. 
"To such a Goddess 
Who shall pray now?-who, for a woman's sake 
Jealous of Zeus, from Hellas hath cut off 
Her benefactors, guiltless though they were! " 
"Dare not with thine admonitions trammel Hera's schemes and 
mine!" (885) 
IS Iris's answer to Lyssa who appeals In vain for mercy: 
H. F. 847-54: 
7rapaLPEuaL DE, 7rpl.lI ucpaAei.uav eLo-tOE'V, 
"Hp~ IJ,Xw uol 'T', K. 'T. X. 
"Fain would I plead with Hera and with thee, 
Ere she have erred, if ye will heed my words. 
This man, against whose house ye thrust me on, 
Nor on the earth is fameless, nor in heaven. 
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The pathless land, the wild sea, hath he tamed, 
And the God's honours hath alone restored, 
When these by impious m'en were overthrown, 
Therefore I plead, devise no monstrous wrong," 
That Hercules is the object of divine resentment is also implied 
in Iris' answer to the chorus' appeal to Pcean: 
H. F. 820-21 : 
&Jla~ IIaLll.v, 
o.:7rorpo7fos l'EJlOW }.lot, 7fT/P.a.TWV. 
"Healer, to thee, 
o King to avert from me yon bane I pray!" 
Iris: " Fear not: this is the child of Night ye see, 
Madness, grey sires: I, handmaid of the Gods, 
Iris. We come not for your city's hurt; 
Only on one man's house do we make war-
His, whom Zeus' and Alcmena's soil they call. 
For, till he had ended all his bitter toils, 
Fate shielded him, and Father Zeus would not 
That I, or Hera, wrought him ever harm. 
But now he has toiled Eurystheus' labours through, 
Hera will stain him with the blood of kin, 
That he shall slay his sons: her will is mine." 
(vv. 822-32.) 
If this is the principle on which Olympus is organized we need 
not wonder that the Olympians turn a deaf ear to the prayers of 
suffering mankind and that things go wrong on earth. This is 
the idea which the poet through such passages-intentionally or 
unintentionally-suggests. 
Hercules who is believed to be in Hades is invoked by Megara 
to appear: 
H. F. 490--96: 
w c/>lATar', d TL~ fj>{}o'Y'Y0s ei.uaKDVETat 
,"rf/TW/I trop' "A<Ol1, 0"0' Tao', 'HpaKA€<S, AfyW' K. T. A. 
"Dear love,-if any in Hades of the dead 
Can hear,-I cry this to thee, Hercules: 
Thy sire, thy sons, are dying; doomed am I, 
I, once through thee called blest in all men's eyes. 
Help I-come !-Though as a shadow, yet appear! 
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Thy coming as a dream-shape would suffice 
To daunt the cravens who would slay thy sons!" 
Then Hercules is suddenly seen, and though he has in fact re-
turned bodily from the nether world, he is at first taken for a 
spectre who has come at the bidding of Megara; but soon she be-
comes aware that it is no " dream," but Hercules himself: 
"'Tis he who lay, we heard, beneath the earth, 
Except in broad day we behold a dream! 
What say I ?-see they dreams, these yearning eyes? 
This is none other, ancient, than thy son. 
Boys, hither I-hang upon your father's cloak. 
Speed ye, unhand him not; for this is he, 
Your helper he, no worse than Saviour Zeus." 
(vv. 516-22.) 
Megara in invoking Hercules in Hades expresses her belief in 
an invisible world, with which mortals have commerce. 
10. THE IPHIGENIA IN T AURIS 
Iphigenia who had been doomed to die at Aulis for the Greeks 
had been snatched from that death by Artemis and had become 
priestess of the Goddess at the Tauris shrine where human vic-
tims were immolated. On landing among the Tauri two strangers 
were captured by the inhabitants and sentenced to die at the altar 
according to custom. Iphigenia discovers in them her brother 
Orestes and his friend Pylades. They plan not only escape for 
all, but also means of conveying away the statue of the Goddess, 
which was the special end of their mission. They are recaptured 
and finally delivered by Athena who commands Thoas, king of 
the land, to permit their departure. 
A god-fearing herdman in Taurica who first notices the two 
fugitives, Orestes and .pylades, takes them for Gods, or for the 
two Dioscuri, or two of the Neried nymphs, and prays to them: 
LT. 270-74: 
.& 7roTvlas 7rar AEvKo/}eas, PEWP ¢vA.a~, 
OEU7rOra IIaAai,uov, ~AEWS iJ,uiv 'YEvoii, 
etr' ouv E7r' aKTais iJQ.UUETOP AWUKOPW, 
1} N'1PEWS o:ya:Xp.a/}', as TOP EV'"'(Evij 
~TLKTE 7rEvr.qKovra N7]Priilwv xopov. 
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"Guardian of ships, Sea-queen Leucothea's son 
o Lord Pahemon, gracious be to us; 
Or ye, Twin Brethren, if ye yonder sit; 
Or Nereus' darlings, born to him of whom 
That company of fifty Nereids sprang." 
Here the poet adopts the natural expressions of superstItIOus 
Greek seamen. Leucothea and Palcemon were sea-gods beneficent 
to mariners. 
Iphigenia pleads with Artemis to rescue her and her two coun-
trymen or else" Phcebus' lips must lose their truth to mortal men, 
through thee! " 
1. T. 1082-88: 
W 7r07Pt', 1j7rep J,L' AiJXloos Kara 1T"TVxaS 
O€Lv;j~ ~<TW<Ta~ K. T. A. 
"0 Goddess-queen, who erst by Aulis' clefts 
Didst save me from my sire's dread murderous hand, 
Save me now too with these; else Loxias' words 
Through thee shall be no more believed of men. 
But graciously come forth this barbarous land 
To Athens. It beseems thee not to dwell 
Here, when so blest a city may be thine.' 
and again she prays to Artemis: 
I. T. I398-I402: 
W A'ITOii~ KOP'I, 
uwuov J.LE. T~V UT]V i.epl«v K. T. XO 
"Leto's Child, 0 Maid, 
Save me, thy priestess! Bring me unto Greece 
From alien land; forgive my theft of thee! 
Thy brother, Goddess, dost thou also love: 
o then believe that I too love my kin! " 
Iphigenia inquires after her enemies, first of all Helen, then 
Calchas the seer who had died on his way from Troy, and finally 
Odysseus who with others had plotted the immolation of Iphi-
genia. She pronounces a curse on Odysseus: 
1. T. 535: 
OAOLTO, 1I0UTOU f.L1J7rOT' E~S 7rarpav TUXWV. 
" Now ruin seize him! N ever win he home!" 
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Iphigenia requests her brother to take her home or 
"Else to thine house will I become a curse, Orestes." 
1. T. 277-78: 
r, (J'ois apala OWf.LaULP 'Y€V~(fO}laL, 
'OPEII'J', K. T. A. 
alluding to the influence of the vengeful, haunting spirit of a 
wronged person. 
In the following lines we have a striking example of a prayer 
which is used to deceive others. Iphigenia prays to Artemis: 
1. T. 1230-33: 
W D.LOS' A7JTOVS' r' lillauua 7rap{}Ev', iiv lIlif;w CP01l01l 
Twvoe Kal {}VUWJ,Lfll ovxp.q, KaBapoll OiK'qufLS' OOp,Oll, 
eirrvxels 0' TJIM:is f:.UOJ.LE'l1a. TliXXa 0' DU AE,),OVU', 8f.Lws 
Tois TO. 7rAElov' eiooutll iJEois (Tol rE u7Jf.Lalvw, tJea. 
" Queen, 0 child of Zeus and Leta, so the guilt from these I lave, 
So I sacrifice where meet is, stainless temple shalt thou have: 
Blest withal shall we be-more I say not, yet to Gods who know 
All, and Goddess, unto thee, mine heart's desire I plainly show." 
The ambiguous meaning of this prayer is apparent to the spec-
tator, but not to the party for whose hearing it is intended. King 
Thoas, a devout Ulan and zealous for the honor of the Goddess, 
is persuaded by Iphigenia that not only the two strangers, but the 
image of the Goddess itself requires purification. So he is easily 
induced to send the captives to the sea-shore, while Iphigenia fol-
lows with the image to perform, as Thoas supposes, the solemn 
rite of 1ustration, but in reality to take ship and transport the 
image to Greece. It is at this occasion that Iphigenia utters the 
equivocal prayer in the hearing of the king. The last words of 
the prayer" more I say not, etc.," are of course said aside. What 
the barbarian king understands of the priestess and her charge, 
duly reinstated in the purged temple, means to the spectators of 
the scene Athens and the delivera.nce of Iphigenia. 
That the will of Heaven must be carried out is finally admitted 
even by Thoas who says: 
1. T. 1475-76: 
ii.valIlI' 'A{J6.va, TOLII' TWV {J';;'v AO,"(O« 
olIns KMw/f ii.1nIITos, OVK op{Jws "'paveL. 
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"Athena, Queen, who hears the words of Gods, 
And disobeyeth them, is sense-bereft." 
Pylades under a solemn oath promises Iphigenia to present the 
document written by Iphigenia, to Orestes, or in case the docu-
ment be lost to deliver the message to Orestes in person; while 
Iphigenia promises to send Pylades home unhurt, 735 ft. The 
solemn ceremony is concluded with the usual self-imprecation in 
case of violating the covenant: 
1. T. 747-52: 
IT: Tip' OUV f.7rop,Jlvo; TOt.uLo' OPKLOV iJ-e&v; 
I: • ApTep.Lv, EV TJrI7rep owp.auLv TLp.os ~Xw. 
II: E'YW 0' CivaKTa ')" ovpavov, Uf.f.LPQP fl.La. 
I: eL 0' EKAL7rWV TOll OpKOV aOLKolf]S eJ.lE; 
II: allD0'70S d'Y/v· rL DE (TV, J.1,TJ (Twuaua p,e; 
I: p.TJ1roTe KaT' • Ap'Yo~ rwu' txvo~ {Jel7]v 7rolJ6~. 
P: "What God dost take to witness this thine oath? " 
I: "Artemis, in whose fane I hold mine office." 
P: "And I by Heaven's King, reverend Zeus." 
I: "What if thou fail thine oath, and do me wrong?" 
P: "May I return not. If thou save me not?-" 
I: "Alive in Argos may I ne'er set foot." 
d. also Medea 754. 
Iphigenia implores the chorus to keep silence about her plan to 
save her brother and herself. The chorus, consisting of captured 
Greek women who were spared by the Taurians for a life of 
servitude, promise under oath: . 
1. T. I076-77: 
wS ~K ')" e}lOV UOt 7raVTa UI,'Y1}iJ.queraL, 
;,aTW p.eyas Zeus, WV E1rLUK1]7rTf.LS 7rEpL. 
"I will keep silence touching all the things 
Whereof thou chargest me: great Zeus be witness." 
Orestes impressed with the danger into which he has come 
through Apollo's oracle upbraids the God for having led him 
again into a net, when he had looked for a happy termination of 
his toils: 
1. T. 77--94: 
W <Poi{3e, 1roi p,' au ri}vo' ES I1PKVV 7]')'a')'Es 
xp';JUa~, K. T. A. 
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"Phcebus, why is thy word again my snare, 
When I have slain my mother, and avenged 
My sire? From tired Fiends Fiends take up the chase, 
And exiled drive· me, outcast from my land, 
In many a wild race doubling to and fro. 
To thee I came and asked how might I win 
My whirling madness' goal, my troubles' end, 
Wherein I travailed, roving Hellas through. 
Thou badst me go unto the Taurian coasts 
Where Artemis, thy sister hath her altars, 
And take the Goddess' image, which, men say, 
Here fell into this temple out of heaven, 
And, winning it by craft or happy chance, 
All danger braved, to the Athenians' land 
To give it-nought beyond was bidden me;-
This done, should I have respite from my toils. 
Hither I came, obedient to thy words, 
To a strange land and cheerless." 
. Orestes had slain his mother in obedience to an oracle of 
Apollo. Pursued by the Furies in consequence of this deed, a 
second oracle had directed him to Athens to be tried before the 
court of Areopagus. The votes for and against were equal, but 
though Athena thereby declared him acquitted he did not escape 
the continued persecution of the Furies. Again Orestes sought 
counsel of Apollo at Delphi. He was bidden to convey to Attica 
from the land of the Taurians the image of Artemis worshipped 
there, with the promise that his sufferings shall end. He sails 
with his faithful friend Pylades to perform this exploit. At their 
arrival at Taurica Orestes learns from Pylades that strangers are 
sacrificed at the temple of Artemis. He then impressed with the 
danger of their position appeals to Artemis, 77 ff. 
But Orestes who thus impeached the God is reprimanded by 
Pylades not to speak evil of the oracle of the God: 
I. T. 105-
TOV TOU t?-eov DE XP'1]uP.OJl ou KaKLO'TEoV. 
" Nor craven may we be to the oracle." 
Then we hear Orestes say: 
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1. T. II8 ff. : 
. au 'Yap TO TOU thou ')" atTLoV 'YEvr,uEraL 
7rfUfiv aKpavTov 1JEu</>aTov· TOX}J,7}TEoV K. T. x. 
"Best withdraw ourselves 
Unto a place where we shall lurk unseen. 
For, if his oracle fall upto the ground, 
The God's fault shall it not be. We must dare, 
Since for young omen toil knoweth no excuse." 
Orestes seems to mean that if we do not all we can, it will be our 
own fault if the oracle prove vain. But Orestes invariably comes 
around to his sceptical grievances and inveighs against the in-
justice of the oracle-god: 
I. T. 7II-IS: 
.q}J,ii~ 0' (, ipoi{3o~ }J,aVTL~ t,v <y,fVuaTO· 
TEXV7}V 00 1JE}J,fVO~ K. T. x. 
"Me Phcebus, prophet though he be deceived, 
And by a cunning shift from Argos drave 
Afar, for shame of those his prophecies. 
I gave up all to him, obeyed his words, 
My mother slew-and perish now myself! " 
Orestes calls Apollo "prophet" =}tiuJns' which had come to be 
an unpopular title at the time our play was written. Then he 
charges the God with a stratagem (T~xvr/V 8' lH}t~vos) to put him 
out of the way that the falseness of his oracle might not be 
known, the first oracle commanding matricide having proved a 
mistake, d. 77 ff. Again Orestes declares openly his judgment of 
the God: 
1. T. 723: 
Ta. ipol{3ov 0' OVOOV &</>fX., }J,' ~1r7}. 
"Phcebus' words avail me nothing now." 
But despite all the bitter attacks Orestes has made upon the 
justice of the oracle-god, towards the end of the play the oracle 
is proved right. This is nothing unusual in Euripides. In those 
of his tragedies where the Olympians appear in the most unfa-
vorable light, their conduct is generally vindicated in the end. It 
seems that in the "Iphigenia in Tauris" the poet intended to 
make the spectators feel that the oracle of Apollo, ordaining the 
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removal of the statue, ought not to seem fulfilled through strat-
agem and theft. So he represents Orestes no longer as the 
despondent sceptic, but makes him argue that if their undertaking 
is in harmony with the will of Artemis, it is also in harmony with 
the will of Apollo, for a conflict between the will of Apollo and 
the will of Artemis is impossible. 
1. T. 1012-15: 
Et 7rp6UaJJ'TE~ ijv Tooe 
'APTEj.LWL, 1rWS liv A.o~laS' EtJE0"1rLG'E 
KOJ.Lluat J.L' ll'YaXJ.La ,'has 7roXtuJ.La llaXX6.0os 
Ka~ ucw 7rPOUW7rOP ELULOEtV. 
"Hear mine opinion-if this thing displease 
Artemis, how had Loxias bidden me 
To bear her statue unto Pallas' burg-
Yea, see thy face?" 
This passage presents a difficulty, namely, that the meeting of 
the brother and sister (Kat uov 7rPOUW7rOV €lULO€iv) is not intimated 
in the words of the God, vv. 77 ff. Palay, Seidler, and others 
assume that Apollo had not expressly said that Orestes would see 
his sister; he had probably used uV'Y'Yovos (v. 86) ambiguously. 
The oracle probably was: 'iv{fa uv')'')'ovos {3WfJ.0VS 'iXfL, thus apply-
ing either to Apollo's sister Artemis, or to Orestes' sister Iphi-
genia. Others suppose a lacuna in the text before the words: 
Kat UOV 7rpbuw7roV €lULO€iv. Verrall sees in the words: Kat uov 
7rPOU; K. T. X. a kind of a pia fraus. Orestes adds them, because 
"he naturally feels that, as things turn out, the oracle ought to 
have said-then must have said-then did say doubtless-or at 
any rate mean, that he was to meet his sister." This interpreta-
tion does not take into account Athena's words: 
1. T. 1438-42; 
7rE7rPWJ.LEIIOS 'Yap IJEuc/>urOtut Ao~lov 
aEvp :qXIJ' 'OPEUr7JS, rOil r' 'EptllUWII XOXOII 
c/>EU'YWII aI3EXc/>i]S r' • Ap'Yos Elu7rEJ.L.pWII I3EJ.Las 
ll'YaXJ.Lu· r' IEPOII Els f.J.L7JII ll~wII xlJolla. 
"For foreordained by Loxias' oracles, 
Orestes came, to escape the Erinyes' wrath, 
And lead his sister unto Argos home, 
And bear the sacred image to my land, 
So to win respite from his present woes." 
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If we compare these words with v. 1015: KaL uov 7f'POUW7f'OV EluLOELV, 
it is evident that Orestes somehow or other had learned before-
hand that he would meet his sister in Taurica. He either inferred 
this knowledge from the ambiguous u{ry'Yovos or,-as is generally 
believed,-a portion of Orestes' argument has been lost from the 
text after v. 1014, by which he explained how he obtained his 
knowledge. 
The seer Calchas interprets the burnt offerings to which Aga-
memnon had resorted in order to learn the will of Heaven, and 
proclaims his prophecy: 
1. T. 18 ff.: 
, A-yaflfflPoP, 00 fl'YJ petiis aq,oPILrwv X{}op6s, 
7rplp lip K6prw (Trw 'I<tn-yePfLaP' ApTflLts 
Xb.{3v (T</>a,),Ei(Tap' 
" Agamemnon, thou shalt not sail from the land 
Ere Artemis receive thy daughter slain, 
Iphigenia, ... 
Whom thou must offer." 
This time the seer safely escapes-strange though it is-the taunts 
Euripides always has in store for soothsayers. 
From Iphigenia's lips we hear the recital of her dream-vision: 
1. T. 42 ff.: 
il. KaLPa. 0' ijK" pv~ </>epovlJ"a </>b.IJ"ILara, 
Xe~w 7rPOS a[{}ep', .t 7' oi} 760' ~lJ"r' il.KoS K. r. X. 
"Now the strange visions that the night has brought 
To heaven I tell-if aught of help be there. 
In sleep methought I had escaped this land 
And dwelt in Argos. In my maiden-bower 
I slept: then with an earthquake shook the ground. 
I fled, I stood without, the- cornice saw 
Of the roof falling,-then, all crashing down, 
Turret and basement, hurled was the house to earth . 
. . . Now thus I read this dream of mine: 
Dead is Orestes-him I sacrificed ;-etc." 
It was held an effectual method of averting the fulfillment of evil 
dreams to come out into the open air and tell them to the sky, 
as Iphigenia here does with her sinister dream, XE~w 7f'pOS CJ.L!JEpa. 
This dream-vision has convinced her that her brother Orestes 
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must be dead; d. also 
1. T. 348-49: 
pUP O'E~ OJJflpwJI olutll rrypf,Wj.l€{}a, 
OOKOVU' 'OPEUT'TW JLT/KEIJ' ijl",ov {3AE1rELv. 
" But now, from dreams whereby my heart is steeled,-
Who deem Orestes seeth light no more."-
and she has summoned her attendants to assist her in pouring a 
libation to him as to a spirit in Hades, vv. 61 ff. 
By the knowledge of Iphigertia's delusion in supposing· her 
brother dead the spectator is led to think mainly about the fate 
of Orestes when the arrival of the two strangers is announced. 
A similar device of an ominous dream by which the spectators 
are prepared for events to come has been adopted in the" He-
cuba," where a vision of a dappled fawn torn from Hecuba's 
knees by a wolf, portends the sacrifice of Polyxena, Hec. 90 ff. 
Iphigenia here makes the mistake of interpreting the dream with 
reference to the past, while it was intended as a warning to her of 
. the coming event. This trust in an ominous dream is ridiculed by 
Iphigenia; when she hears that her brother lives, she cries: 
I. T. 569: 
Y;EVOEtS 01lELPOL, XalpET'· OVO€lI ijr' apa. 
"False dreams, avaunt! So then ye were but nought." 
And Orestes who knows nothing of her dreams adapts his words 
to hers in a characteristic reflection of his own, at the same time 
directing his attack against the Gods especially Apollo whom 
he supposes to have deceived him, and the art of divination in 
general: 
1. T. 570-75: 
oM' 01 uoc/>ol ')'E OalJLOVES KEKAT/JLEVOL 
11"TT/VWV oVElpwv Elulv IJ.,p.VOEUTEpOL. 
" Ay, and not even Gods, whom men call wise, 
Are less deceitful than the fleeting dreams. 
Utter confusion is in things divine 
And human. Wise men grieve at this alone 
When-rashness ?-no, but faith in oracles 
Brings ruin-how deep, they that prove it know." 
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Dreams obtained b}' dream-oracles are described by the poet as 
a kind of spurious and deceptive divination sent by Earth in vexa-
tion for her ejected daughter Themis who alone possessed the 
power of predicting the truth. In order to punish Apollo for the 
deposition of her daughter Themis, Earth instituted a dream-
oracle which was consulted by sleeping upon the ground by the 
shrine. Here, Earth sent up dreams, which deluded mankind, 
who trusted more to the predictions derived from dreams than to 
the oracles themselves. 
1. T. 1259 ff. : 
8£,..,p 0' '11"eL -yas /.Wp 
7raLo' a7rEv6.,(f'Uaro A.a-
T4'O~ Q,7rO raiJEwv 
XPTJuTTJplwv, vVXLa K. T. X. 
"But the Child of the Earth did his coming make 
Of her birthright dispossessed, 
For the oracle-sceptre of Themis he brake: 
Wherefore the Earth from her breast, 
To make of his pride a derision, sent forth dream-vision pn 
vision, 
Whereby to sons of men the things that had been ere then, 
And the things for the God's decision 
Yet waiting beyond our ken, 
Through the darkness of slumber she spake, and from 
Phcebus-in fierce heart-ache 
Of jealous wrath for her daughter's sake-
His honor so did she wrest." 
Thereupon Apollo appeals to Zeus to stop the baneful power of 
Earth, 1270 ff. Zeus puts an end to the nightly visions and con-
firms Apollo's authority: 
1. T. 1277-83: 
7raVUEJI JlVXWVS oPEipous, 
0.11"6 0. Aa90uupap 
I'VKTW11"C}P E!;e'Ael' (3POTWP, K. T. A. 
" And he made an end to the voiCes of night; 
For he took from mortals the dream-visitations, 
Truth's shadows upfioating from Earth's dark womb; 
And he sealed by an everlasting right 
Loxias' honours, that all men might 
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Trust wholly his word, when the thronging nations 
*sowed at the throne where he sang fate's doom." 
This theme is peculiarly in harmony with the plot of the play 
which turns on Apollo's oracle being proved right in the end, and 
Iphigenia's dream wrong. The choral ode vv. 1234 ff. celebrates 
the institution of that oracle, and the abolition of the ancient 
dream-oracles. The ode closes with a glorification of " Apollo's 
clear prophetic song" in contrast with "the divination of dark-
ness" at Delphi: 
1. T. 1251-58: 
EKaJlfS, W cJJo"if3e, p,av-
uiwII Ii' E7rE(3a~ !;aifEwII, K. T. X. 
"Thou, Phcebus, didst slay him, didst take for thine 
The oracle's lordship, the right divine, 
And still on the tripod of gold are keeping 
Thy session, dispensing to us, to the race 
Of men, revelation of heaven's design, 
From thy throne of truth, from the secret shrine, 
By the streams through Castaly's cleft up-sweeping, 
Where the heart of the world is thy dwelling-place." 
II. THE TRoADEs 
The" Troades" is a vivid picture of the miseries endured by 
noble Trojan dames-Hecuba, Andromache, Cassandra-imme-
diately after the capture of Troy. Measured by the usage of the 
stage the piece is not a perfect play, but it is full of tragic scenes, 
-less a drama than a pathetic spectacle. The concluding scene, 
where the captive women, allotted as slaves to different masters, 
leave Troy in flames behind them, and are led towards the ships, 
is truly grand. Euripides produced the "Troades" when the 
great fleet of the Athenians was getting ready to sail for the con-
quering of Sicily (415), as though he were foreboding this fatal 
expedition that brought Athens to her doom. Murray, therefore; 
calls the" Troades" "the work rather of a prophet than a mere 
artist," and we may add: the work of a prophet whose words are 
life and truth in our days as well as in the days of Euripides. 
N ever can a great tragedy seem more real to us, than the "Tro-
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jan Women," at this moment of the history of the world. To 
the people of the present day might the prophetess Cassandra 
speak her message just as well as to those nearly three thousand 
years ago: 
"Sooth, he were best shun war, whoso is wise: 
If war must be, his country's crown of pride 
Is death heroic, craven death her shame." 
(400-02.) 
And Poseidon, when mourning over the fall of Troy, has the 
same to say of the terrors of war, which we have to say of them 
to-day: . 
"Fool, that in sack of towns lays temples waste, 
And tombs, the sanctuaries of the dead! 
He, sowing desolation, reaps destruction." 
(95--97.) 
Euripides generally employs a God, through whom the predic-
tion of the future in the finales of his tragedies is made. In the 
" Troades" he uses the more impressive method of a mortal 
soothsayer to reveal the future. Cassandra in a state of frenzy 
comes on the stage (308), singing a wild strain on her supposed 
nuptials with the Argive king. Then she imparts to Hecuba a 
long: prophecy. She sees the vision of Agamemnon's body~ 
murdered by his wife-and other impending events. Talthybius 
intervenes and receives a summary of the future wanderings of 
Odysseus. Finally she declares that she will come a victress to 
Hades after the death of herself and Agamemnon: vv. 353-460. 
At times Euripides is openly iconoclastic in dealing with cur-
rent religious practice. Even prayer and sacrifices are sometimes 
regarded as of doubtful aid. A striking instance is found in the 
prayer which he puts into the mouth of Hecuba: 
Tr. 469-71: 
w iJEOl· KaKous pEP ava«aA&; TOVS uVjJ./J-axovs, 
i'Jp,ws 0' hE< n ux:;'p,u KLKAr,UKE<V -Jrovs, 
IITUV ns iJp,wv IiUUTUX:;' Aa/1v TVx7JV. 
"0 Gods! to sorry helpers I appeal; 
Yet to invoke the Gods hath some fair show 
When child of man on evil fortune lights." 
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A bold sentiment, indeed, plainly indicating a disbelief in the 
popular theology! The same idea recurs in the following verses 
where Hecuba says: 
Tr. I280-8I: 
ioo tleot. Kat Tl'TOVS f}eovs "aAiI); 
Kal 7rplv 'Yap OUK IjKovuav avaKaAovp.EvO'. 
"0 ye Gods I-why call I on the Gods? 
For called' on heretofore they hearkened not! " 
and vv. 1240 ff. she says: 
"Nought was in Heaven's design, save woes to me 
And Troy, above all cities loathed of them. 
In vain we sacrificed!" 
In these passages is expressed the inmost theme of the whole 
play, a search for an answer to the question: if the righteous are 
not treated better in this life than the wicked, if injustice triumphs 
over justice, what must we think of the Gods? "Such Gods are 
as a matter of fact the moral inferiors to good men, and Euripides 
will never blind his eyes to their inferiority; and as soon as peo-
ple see that their God is bad, they tend to cease believing in his 
existence at all." (Murray, Troj. Women.) 
The same thought that the Gods turn a de<.J.f ear to the cries of 
mankind in distress finds expression in the following choral ode: 
Tr. I060 fl. : 
OVTW 01] TOJ) EV 'IAl~ 
vO-OJ' • • • 7rPOV[)WKOS • • • w Zev, . . . ava~ 
ovpavwv Eopavov ~7r,{3E{3WS 
aliJEpa r' EJ,LOS 7r6Aeos OAOj.J.Evas, K. T. A. 
"So then thy temple in Troy fair-gleaming, 
And thine altar of incense heavenward steaming 
Hast thou rendered up to our foes Ach;ean, 
o Zeus, and the flame of our sacrificing, etc .... 
Dost thou care, 0 King, I muse, heart-aching,-
Thou who sittest on high in the far blue heaven 
Enthroned,-;-that my city to ruin is given, etc." 
Long before Euripides Homer had represented Zeus as alt'JEpt 
lIalwlI, d. Iliad II, 412. In vv 1078-79 Euripides shows us Zeus 
enthroned on his celestial seat and on ether, while in other pas-
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sages he confounds the dweller in the ether with his dwelling so 
that ether and Zeus are one, d. Fragm. 596, 869, 935. 
The curious prayer of Hecuba shows how vacillating Euripides' 
view on this subject was: 
Tr. 884-88: 
;;, 'Yij~ iJXTJl'a KCt1r< 'Yij~ ~xwv <opav, 
OUT'S 7rOT' el uv, DVU'TCnraUTOS eiOEvaL, 
Zeus, d~' allo:YK'f] ~V(fEOS ~'lTf. ~o~s ,{jPOTWlI, 
1rporTTJv~al'TJv rTf" 1ravra 'Yap Ii< aif;oc/>ov 
~a£vwv KEAEVtJOV KaT&' OlK'1l' 7a {Jv.qr' li,),ELS. 
"0 Earth's Upbearer, thou whose throne is Earth, 
Whoe'er thou be, 0 past our finding out, 
Zeus, be thou Nature's law, or Mind of Man, 
Thee I invoke; for, treading soundless paths, 
To Justice' goal thou bring'st all mortal things." 
The audience may well have echoed Menelaus' exclamation: 
Tr·889: 
rl 0' furL"; evxas WS EKalvLuas {h;wv. 
" How now?-what strange prayer this unto the Gods? " 
This prayer was of a new kind, indeed! Zeus had never heard 
its like.-What do we find in it? All through the play Hecuba 
is a woman of remarkable intellectual power and of fearless 
thought. She treats the Olympian Gods as beings that have be-
trayed her, and whose names she scarcely deigns to speak. Zeus, 
if there is such a being at all, is either the air, that both sustains 
the earth and rests upon it, or the irresistible power of nature to 
produce all things after a certain law; or else intellect, or, rather 
the directing agency which ordains all things from the first and 
which exists in the soul of every man. She is far from denying 
the existence of a divine power, and yet in her prayer she rejects 
all current polytheism. In the first place we have in this prayer 
the poet's customary identification of Zeus with ether. Here we 
notice the influence of Anaximenes and especially of Diogenes of 
Apollonia. The theory that the earth is supported by the air is 
ascribed by Plutarch (Mor. 896 E) to' Anaxjmenes, and by Aris-
totle (De Crelo II, 13) to Anaximenes, Anaxagoras, and De-
mocritus. The following words of Anaxim~nes imply this view: 
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"Even as our soul, which is air, holds us together, so breath 
(7rIlEVJ.La) and air encompass the whole universe." The doctrine 
that the supreme Godhead is the Air is ascribed by Cicero in De 
Nat. Deor. I, 29, to Diogenes of Apollonia. Diogenes deified air 
and spoke of it as omnipresent. It is by virtue of its intelligence, 
according to Diogenes, that "the element of Air steers all things 
and has power over all things." Then in line 886 Euripides gives 
us a pantheistic interpr~tation of Zeus. The divine principle, 
which the common people in jgnorance of its nature call Zeus, 
shows itself as intellect in the mind of man (1I0VS (3POTWII), and as 
necessary and immutable law in nature (o.lIo.'YK'Y/ cf>VUEWS), of which 
he says Ale. 965: that above it there is nothing (KpEiuuoll OVO~1I 
o.lIo.'YK'Y/S); d. also Helen 514;· OHII~S o.lIo.'YK'Y/S OVO~1I luxVHII 7rAEOIl. 
This pantheism finds expression elsewhere in Euripides' poetry. 
In Fragm. 935 he identifies divinity with all embracing ether: 
" Seest thou the boundless ether there on high, 
That folds the earth around with dewy arms? 
This deem thou Zeus, this reckon one with God." 
Cf. also Fragm. 596. Such utterances explain how Aristophanes 
should have accused Euripides of convincing men that there are 
no Gods. Finally in the last verse of the prayer the poet charac-
terizes the divine reason as world-ruling Justice. To Euripides 
Justice and God are one, d. also El. 771 : 
"Gods! All-seeing Justice thou hast come at last! " 
Euripides conceives of Justice as a quasi-personal being, the 
"Weltgeist" or "Weltvernun.ft" as the German critic Nestle 
calls it in his" Euripides," a being not transcendent but immanent 
in all things, forming and directing all things to universal har-
mony. This idea which preeminently pervades the dramas of 
Sophocles was generally not carried out by Euripides and recon-
ciled with the inequality of the distribution of blessings and evils 
among men. So also Hecuba's prayer breathes discord rather 
than harmony. "If there is any explamition, any justice, she will 
be content and give worship (7rpou'Y/V~o.J.L'Y/1I UE), but it seems that 
there is not." 
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12. THE HELENA 
This play is founded on a strange variation of the Helen-legend, 
in which Helen was borne away by Hermes to Egypt and detained 
there, while only a wraith of Helen passed to Troy. She lived 
like a true wife in Egypt until Menelaus rescued her from Thea-
c1ymenus, king of the land, and brought her safely back to Greece. 
The play is not one of the poet's happier efforts; it furnishes, 
however, considerable material of the supernatural element. 
Helen's prayer to Hera and Aphrodite is a fine and impressive 
one inspired by the energy of despair: 
Hel. 1093 ff. : 
&, 'IrOTI'" 7j ~£OLqLP ell AEKTPOLS 
"Hpa, 5v' Ol.KTPW cPWT' avaif;v~ov 1rOllWV, 
ai.rov}leO' oplJa.s WA€VaS 7rPOS ovpavoll K. T. A. 
"0 Queen, who restest on the couch of Zeus, 
Hera, to hapless twain grant pause from ills, 
We pray, with arms flung upward to the sky, 
Thy mansion wrought with arabesque of stars. 
And thou, by mine hand winner of beauty's prize, 
Cypris, Dione's child, destroy me not! 
Enough the scathe thou hast done me heretofore, 
Lending my name, not me, to alien men: 
But let me die, if 'tis thy will to slay, 
In homeland, etc." 
Of the same character is Menelaus' prayer to Poseidon: 
Hel. 1584~7: 
cr, v«lwv aAa 
7rOTlIL€ II6uELooll K. T. A. 
" ... 0 Sea-abider 
Poseidon, and ye, Nereus's daughters pure, 
Me bring ye and my wife to Nauplia's shores, 
Safe from this land." 
Menelaus sends another impressive prayer to Zeus, in which he 
points out that he had acted toward the Gods the part of a pious 
man, yet he adds, as if upbraiding them for their present neglect: 
" Not endless ills I merit." 
Hel. 1441-51: 
& Z<ii, 7rarTJp Tf KaL (focj>os KArl!;Et ,,<os, 
oq.,el}"w 0' OUK ad 7rpo.UUEtll KaKWS K. T. A. 
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"Zeus, Father art thou called, and the Wise God: 
Look upon us, and from our woes redeem; 
And as we drag our fortunes up the steep, 
Lay to thine hand: a finger-touch from thee, 
And good-speed's haven long desired we win. 
Suffice our travail heretofore endured. 
Oft have ye been invoked, ye Gods, to hear 
My joys and griefs: no endless ills I merit, 
But in plain paths to tread. Grant this one boon, 
And happy shall ye make me all my days." 
The prayer of the chorus tends to the same purport: 
HeI. 855-56: 
w {hEal, 'YEPEUiJW of] 7rOT' EUTVXES 'YEJlOS' 
.TO TallTO:.AELOV Kat JJ.f.Taur.qTW KaKWV. 
" Gods, grant at least fair fortune to the line 
Of Tantalus, and rescuing from ills! " 
Menelaus prays to his dead father-in-law, and to Hades. He 
is well aware that though the dead cannot restore Helen, the re-
quest will not be altogether vain: 
Hel. 926 ff.: 
W ~EPOV, os Oi~ELS ,'T6~OE, Aa~vov T~¢OV, 
a7rOOOS, a7ra'TW T7JI' EIJ.7JI' OalJ.apTa UE, K. T. A. 
"0 ancient, dweller in this tomb of stone, 
Restore thy trust: I claim of thee my wife, 
Sent hither of Zeus to thee, to ward for me. 
Thou who art dead, canst ne'er restore, I know: 
But this thy child will think scorn that her sire, 
Glorious of old, from the underworld invoked 
Have infamy, etc. 
o Hades, on thy championship I call, 
... render back my wife." 
The prophetess Theonoe advises Helen to pray to the Gods, vv. 
1024 ff., and to address to her dead father the following prayer: 
HeI. 1028-29: 
(TV 0', W {JavwlI fJ,Ot 7ro.:rep, ouop 'Y' ~'Yw UiJEJlW, 
O~7rOTE KEKA.qUEL OVUUE{Ji)s aPT' EVUE{JOVS. 
" And thou, dead sire, so far as in me lies, 
Impious for righteous ne'er shalt be misnamed." 
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It is against the art of soothsaying and those who make it their 
business of interpreting the flight of birds and other signs of the 
divine will, that the attacks of Euripides are more especially di-
rected, and f~r the ·common trust in omens and prophecies he 'has 
only ridicule. At Athens especially prophecies sprang up like 
mushrooms. Soothsayers of all sorts plied a lively trade and 
were regarded as " fond of money." Even Sophocles, who treats 
them and their predictions with respect and even with awe, alludes 
to this notorious quality of the soothsayers, Antig. I055, where 
Creon says to Teiresias : 
TO p.aVTtKOV 'Yap 7rap cj"XUP'YVPOP 'YEVOS, 
" The race .of seers is ever fond of money." 
Euripides defines the J.l.a.VT to be "one who speaks few truths, 
but many lies" (Iph. A. 957), and his most bitter invective against 
the art of divination is contained in our play: 
He!. 744-57: 
aXXu TO' TO. P.UVTfWP 
E(Tf:LOOV ws cpav'A' fUTl. Kai t/;EVOWV 7rAea. 
aUK ijv I1p' iry'Es ovaEP EP.7rUpOV cpXO'YOS 
ova. 7rTfPWTWV cpiJE'Yp.aT'· Ein7iJES OE TO' 
TO KaL OOKEtV ()pp,iJas WCPEXEtP {3POTOVS. 
K. T. X. 
Tl iHjTa p.aPTfVop.EiJa; TOts iJEOLU' xpijv 
i}OOJlTUS ULTEiv a:yaUb., J.luvrElas 0' ea.p·· 
{3lov 'Yap I1XXws OEXEap 1/VpEiJ1/ TOOE, 
KovaELS E7rXOUT1/U' EP.7rVpO'U'P ap'Yos (J,v' 
'YPWp.1/ 0' aplUT1/ P.UPTLS i) T' Eu{3ovXla. 
" ... But the lore of seers, 
How vain it is I see, how full of lies. 
Utterly naught then were the altar-flames, 
The voices of winged things! Sheer folly this 
Even to dream that birds may help mankind. 
Calchas told not, nor gave sign to the host, 
Yet saw, when for a cloud's sake died his friends: 
Not Helenus told; but Troy for nought was stormed! 
'Yea, for the Gods forbade,' thou mightest say. 
Why seek ye then to seers? With sacrifice 
To Gods, ask blessings: let soothsayings be, 
They were but as a bait for greed devised: 
No sluggard getteth wealth through divination. 
Sound wit, with prudence, is the seer of seers." 
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As the tragedy of "Helen" was played in 412 shortly after the 
Sicilian expedition which had ended so disastrously, it is probable 
that Euripides directed these invectives against the soothsayers 
whom he regarded as mischievous tools in the hands of the war 
party, and who as such had especially urged the people to under-
take the expedition. Euripides was not the only one who at-
tacked this "worthless class of idlers"; d. the scene in Arist. 
Birds, 959-991. 
Beside this well-known passage where the poet so' violently 
attacks the art of divination, we have in the same play other pas-
sages regarding the same object, where Euripides follows the 
traditional belief and represents Theonoe, the prophetess and 
sister of Theoclymenus, as a true oracle possessing supernatural 
knowledge. Referring to her Helen says: 
He!. BI9: 
~UT' ~1I0011 aVT<e ~vp,p,axos iJfois tU7J. 
" An ally wise as Gods he hath within." 
and Helen again asserts: 
Hel. 86I-D2: 
a':.~vCT~ 'Yap (J'E Kai. 7rapovu' acpt'Yf.1.EPOP 
Of up O,Ofll. 
"Present or absent still she knows of thee, 
How thou art come." 
From the sequel of the play we know that the prophetess con-
trols Destiny; Theonoe herself declares: 
He!. 887 ff.: 
TEAos 0' ~' .qp,ill, etiJ' il {3ouAfTa, KU1rp,s 
K. T. A. 
"The ·issue rests with me-:-to tell my brother, 
As Cypris wills, thy presence, ruining thee, 
Or, standing Hera's ally, save thy life, etc." 
Theonoe chooses to save Menelaus and Helen, and the decision of 
the Gods follows that of the prophetess. 
Allusion to vision is made when Helen, aware of the unreality 
of the Trojan Helen, exclaims: 
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Hel. II9: 
UK07rELTE JL~ OOK7]UtJl fiXEr' EK {}eWlI. 
"What if he nursed a heaven-sent phantasy?" 
and when Menelaus exclaims: 
Hel. 569: 
iJJ </>wu</>op' 'EKa'T7J, 1rEJ1:n </>auILa'T' €VIL€Vr,. 
"Light-bearer Hecate, send gra~ious visions!" 
Menelau~ appeals to Hecate, since spectres and phantoms were 
regarded as the attendants of that Goddess. 
Respect for the word of an oath is expressed by Menelaus: 
Hel. 977-79: 
iJPKOLS K€KArlIL€ti-', ws ILati-TlS, K. 'T. A. 
"Know, maiden, I have bound me by an oath 
To dare thy brother, first, unto the fight: 
Then he or I must die, my word is passed." 
An example of a curse-oath is contained in 
Hel. 835-41: 
E: aA"A' a:yvoJl OPKOJI uav Kapa Kan'.J/-lOUa 
M: 'Tl </>.qs; ti-aviiuti-aL Koi'nrO'T' aAAa~fLv AEX7J; 
E: 'Tav'T4? ~l<t>fL 'Y" K€luOlLaL oe UOV 1rEAas. 
M: b·t 'TO'UOE 'Tolvw o€~Liis eIL;js ti-l'Y€. 
E: y,avw, ti-avov'Tos uov 'TOO' fKA€ly,fLV </>{WS. 
M: Ka'Yw U'T€P7Jti-€ts UOI; 'T€A€V'T.qUW {3lov. 
H: "Nay, by thine head I swear a solemn oath-" 
M; "How ?-Wilt thou die ere thou desert thy lord?" 
H: "Yea, by thy sword: beside thee will I lie." 
M: "Then, for this pledge, lay thou thine hand in mine." 
H: "I c1asp-I swear to perish if thou fall." 
M: "And I, of thee bereft, to end my life." 
Helen when swearing invokes the river Eurotas to witness: 
Hel. 348 ff.: 
O'E 'Yap EKa.AEua, tTE OE KaTop,ou«, 
'TOV vop6€v'Ta oovaKL XAWPOV Evpw'Tav, K. 'T. A. 
"Thee I invoke, I swear by thy name, 
o river with ripple-washed reed-beds green, 
Eurotas I-if true was the word that came 
That· my lord on the earth is no more seen." 
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13. THE PH<EN1SSJE 
The subject of the" Phcenissce" is the same as that of the 
lEschylean play: "The Seven against Thebes," namely, the war 
of succession between Polyneices and Eteoc1es. 
Iocaste who speaks the prologue prays for her two sons, Poly-
neices and Eteoc1es: 
Phren. 84-87: 
aXA' if, cpaevlIo.s ovpavov valwv 'lrTVXOS 
Zev, uwuov r,j.J.os, oo~ OE UVj.L{JauL" rEKJlOLS. 
xpij 0', el uo,pos 7rEcpvKas, OUK Eav {3pOTDJI 
TOP airrov ad ovuTvxii KatJEuravaL. 
"0 dweller Zeus in heaven's veiling light, 
Save us, grant reconciling to my sons! 
Thou oughtest not, so thou be wise, to leave 
The same man overcome to be unblest." 
In Antigone's prayer addressed to Neme6is: 
Phren. 182 ff. : 
Nf!WT< Kal D.LO~ {Japv{JpOJ1.OL {JpovTal, 
KEpavvwv TE cf>W~ aWaAoEv, uv TOL 
JleyaAa/,oplav inrEpavopa KOLJl£!;EL~' 
"0 Nemesis, 0 ye thunders rolling deep 
Of Zeus, thou flaming light of his levin, 
Overweening vaunts dost thou hush into endless sleep! " 
the imprecation is implied: "the haughty boastings of man dost 
thou silence; mayest thou silence hi~!" i.e., Capaneus'. Then 
Antigone appeals to Artemis: 
Phren. 190-92: 
fJ..rrrroTE J.J.1J7rOTE ro.vo', W 7rOTlILa, K. T. A., 
• APTEJlL, {jOvAouvvav TAalTJv. 
"Never, ah, never, 0 Artemis Queen, 
Zeus' child with tresses of golden sheen, 
Bowed under bondage may I be seen!" 
The chorus appeal to the Gods to reconcile the two brothers: 
Phren. 586--87: 
& "EOt, 'YElIOunJe TWVO' lL7rorp07rot KaKWV 
Kal ~vJl{Jaulv Ttl" O1{j£trov TfKVOL~ OOTE. 
" Ah Gods, be ye averters of these ills, 
And set at one the sons of CEdipus! " 
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Polyneices having resigned and abjured his native Gods, prays 
to the Argive Hera, whose votary he had become, to assist him in 
slaying his brother: 
Phren. 1365-68: 
W 7r6TP'" " Hpa, (TOS 'Yap dJ..", E7rEl. "'taP.OLS 
~S"eve 'AopauTov 'll"aioa Kat valw xiJova, 
OOS poOL KTaVEiv aoiAq,OV, aVT1/P''I 0' ~P,iJv 
KaiJaLp,aTwuaL OE~"l.V VLKTJq,OpOV. 
"Queen Hera,-for thine am I since I wed 
Adrastus' child, and dwell within thy land,-
Grant me to slay my brother, and to stain 
My warring hands with blood of victory! " 
Eteoc1es prays to Pallas: 
Phren. 1373-76: 
if, ~,os KbpT], 
OOS ~'YXos iJp,iv KaXXlvLKov ~K XEPOS 
EtS UTEPV' aoEXcpoV Tiiuo' a'll"' chXEvTJs f3aXEiv 
KTaVEiv iJ' os i!XiJE 'll"aTploa 'll"OpiJ.quwv ~p,.qv. 
" ... Daughter of Zeus, 
Grant that the conquering spear, of mine hand sped, 
Yea, from this arm, may'smite my brother's breast, 
And slay him who hath come to waste my land! " 
The two brothers met their doom owing to a curse pronounced 
upon them by their father. In a fit of anger CEdipus had pro-
nounced on his sons that they might share the kingdom with the 
sword: 
Phren. 67-68: 
«pas aparaL 7raLuiv o.poO"LwTaras, 
iJT}KT'i! ULO.qp~ owp,a oLaXaXEiv TbliE. 
" A curse most impious hurled he at his sons, 
That they might share their heritage with the sword." 
They fearing the accomplishment of the curse had agreed to rule 
by turns for a year: 
" They terror-stricken lest, if they should dwell 
Together, Gods might Qring the curse to pass, 
Made covenant that Polyneices first, 
The younger, self-exiled, should leave the land, 
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That Eteocles, tarrying wear the crown 
One year-then change." (vv. 69-74.) 
See also 474-75; and 624, where the mother Iocaste admonishes 
her sons: 
"Flee, 0 flee your father's curses!" 
See also 765 and 1355. The fate imprecated upon the sons of 
CEdipus is inevitable although the two sons fancied they could 
outwit the Gods: 
"And CEdipus' sons, who fain had cloaked it over 
With time, as though they could outrun the Gods, 
In folly erred" (vv, 872-74). 
The chorus exclaim: 
Phren. J42S-z6: 
q,ev cpev, Ka"wp uwv, Olol7rOV, U' OUWJI O'TEVW· 
-ras uas 0' apas EOLKEV EK1rAfiuaL {lEOS. 
" Alas! I wail thy sore griefs, CEdipus! 
Thy malisons, I wot, hath God fulfilled." 
From these passages we learn that destiny can be aroused by the 
human will in a curse, and in this case the curse becomes a part 
of destiny and sways the fate of its victims. In vv. 1595 ff. 
CEdipus speaks of a hereditary transmission of the curse which 
works down to the grandchildren and even utterly extirpates a 
race: 
Phren. 1608--14: 
KTavwp 0' Ep.avTov 7r4TEP' 0 oVCToalj.Lwv E'¥W 
Eis IJ.''1rpos 1/AfJov ri/s raAaL1rWpOV Aexo<, 
1raioas T' o.oEA</>oVs hEKOV, oils a1rWAECTa. 
apas 1rapaAa{Jwv Aatov Kat 1raLCTt oovs. K. r. A. 
" So mine own father did I slay, and came,-
Ah wretch I-unto mine hapless mother's couch. 
Sons I begat, my brethren, and destroyed, 
Passing to them the curse of Laius. 
For not so witless am I from the birth, 
As to devise these things against mine eyes 
And my sons' life, but by the finger of God." 
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Cf. also JEsch. Eum. 934 ff. The Greeks modified their theory of 
the hereditary ;ransmission of a curse by arguing that each gen-
eration commits new sins. 
The poet's opinion in regard to the importance of dreams is 
illustrated by the following simile. The feeble trembling feet of 
CEdipus are like a dream in respect of strength: 
Phren. 1721-:22: 
Tq.oe Tq.oe {Jiim J1,o', 
Tq.oe Tq.oe 7rooa T!t'}., K. T. X. 
"Let thy feet follow hither mine hand, 
o strengthless as dream of the night! " 
A few examples of oath are found in our play. Polyneices calls 
the Gods to witness that it is against his own will to takeup arms 
against his relation: 
Phren. 433-34: 
iJEOVS 0' brwJ.toO" WS Q.Kovulws 
TOLS ""XTaTO'S EKOVCT'P TJpaJ1,'Y}p 06pv. 
" And, by the Gods I swear, unwillingly 
I lift the spear against my father's house." 
Polyneices expresses his indignation at his brother Eteoc1es 
who has not kept what he had promised under oath: 
Phren. 481-83: 
(} 0' aivEuas Tavf}' opKlovs TE DOllS tJeovs, 
EopauElI OVOEV WlI inrECTXfT', K. T. XO 
" And he consented, in the God's sight swore, 
Yet no whit keepeth troth, but holdeth still 
The kingship and mine half the heritage." 
and angrily proceeds: 
Phren. 491-93: 
J1,aPTVpaS oE TeJPoe oalJ1,opas KaAw, 
WS 7ra;VT4 7rPo.uuwv UVV olKlI' olKl1S aTl:p 
a7rOUTEpovp.at. 1rarpLOos aVOUl.WTaTa. 
" ... I call the Gods to witness this-
That, wholly dealing justly, robbed am I 
Of fatherland, unjustly, impiously." 
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and again he exclaims: 
Ph~n. 626-27: 
T1JV Of {Jpeifiauav !-,E 'Ya'iav Ka, {Jrovs !-'aprvpo!-'aL 
WS aTLj.LOS OiKTPa. 1f'aUXwv E~eAa{J1IOJ.LaL xiJovos, K. T. A. 
"I call to witness earth that nursed me, witness Gods in heaven, 
How with shame and piteous usage from the home-land I am 
driven, etc." 
For oath in general see vv. 1240-41 : 
"On these terms made they truce, and in mid-space 
The chiefs took oaths whereby they should abide." 
As regards the prophecies and oracles in our play the poet's 
usual vacillation is obvious. On the one hand he treats the sub-
ject in harmony with the popular belief and shows that oracles 
are inexorably fulfilled; on the other hand he shows his wonted 
contempt' for the prophets and their functions. So he makes 
CEdipus profess that Phcebus' oracles inevitably come true: 
Ph~n. I 595---99 : 
a:rolloP 'A7rOXAWP Aat4' j.L'EfJfU7rUJE K. T. A. 
"Ere from my mother's womb I came to light, 
Ph~bus to Laius spake me, yet unborn, 
My father's murderer-etc." 
and Ph~n. I703 and 05: 
"vv XP'fJupiJs, W 7rai, Ao~lov 7fEpalvETaL. 
Ell TaLS 'AfJ.qvaLS KaT1JaPE;;1I J.L' aAWj.LEPoP. 
"Now, child, doth Loxias' oracle come to pass, 
That I, a wanderer, should in Athens die." 
The choral ode vv. 638 ff. relates the fulfillment of the oracle 
which enjoined Cadmus to found a city wherever a heifer driven 
from a certain herd should throw itself upon the ground: 
Ph~n. 640-42: 
p.ouxos aoap,aPToP 7rEu'Y}p,a 
OiKE TEAEUq,6pov OLoovua 
XPT}UJ.LOv, 015 KaTOtKluaL K. T. A. 
"That so was accomplished the oracle spoken 
When the God for the place of his rest gave token, etc." 
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The oracle contained in vv. 409 ff. is an example that oracles 
present an inevitable future in terms that are dim, ambiguous, 
equivocal, ironical: 
Phcen. 409 and 411 : 
~XP1J<T' , AOpa<TTc.; Ao~las XP1J<Tp.ov TLva. 
Ka7rP4? AEOPTL. iJ' app.6UctL 7ra£5wJI ')'ap,ovs. 
"To Adrastus Loxias spake an oracle: 
, Thy daughters wed to a lion and a boar.''' 
Eteocles who formerly had mocked at the seer Teiresias admits 
that he cannot dispense with the seer's advice concerning an im-
portant undertaking: 
Phcen. 766: 
ell 0' EcrT~V fJ}.Liv ap'Y6v, d TL fJ-Euc/JaTOJl 
oLV:"~J1.,a"Tts , TEtpeuLa: ~X€L cJ>po..UctL, 
TOVO eK7rvt'h<TtJaL TaVT . • . • 
E'YW OE TExV1JV p.aVTLK7JV Ep.ep.y,ap.1Jv K. T. X. 
"One thing abides undone, to ask the seer 
Teiresias touching this, if aught he hath 
Of oracles to tell. ... 
But the seer's art in time past have I mocked 
Unto his face; so he may bear me grudge." 
The aged seer Teiresias led by his daughter enters the stage 
saying: 
Phcen. 838--40: 
KX.qpOVS TE P.OL <p,iAa<T<Te 7raptJEvc.; xepl, K. T. X. 
"Guard in thy maiden hand the augury-lots 
Which, when I marked the bodings of the birds, 
In the holy seat I took, where I divine." 
The "augury-lots" (KAr,pOVS) are the notes which the seer had 
written down after having observed the flight of the birds. 
Teiresias claims to have secured through the art of divination 
the victou for Athens over Eleusis and displays as his reward .a 
golden crown, the first-fruits of the spoil: 
Phcen. 854-58: 
•• . Kat. TIJ1l0€ XPVlTOVV CTrEtj>avov, WS op~s) ~Xw 
Xa{3wv a7rapxo.s 7roXep.lwv <TKVXevp.aTwv. 
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"There too was war, against Eumolpus' spear, 
Where I to Cecrops' sons gave victory. 
This crown of gold, as thou mayst see, have I 
As first fruits of the foemen's spoil received." 
Then Teiresias being urged to declare the truth, affirms that 
the sole hope of the safety of Thebes lies in the sacrifice 0.£ 
Creon's only son, Mencecus: 
Phren. 9II-14: 
aKOVE on PVlI tJ€u¢a.rwv Ep.WJI DODV' 
O'</>a~a£ M€VO£Kfi rovl3€ l3ii 0" inrEp 7rarpa. 
(TOP 7I'"aLO', brELo-q r.qv TvXrW aUTO'!. KaAELs. 
"Hear then the tenor of mine oracle, 
What deed of yours shall save the Thebans town. 
Menrecus must thou slay for fatherla\1d, 
Thy son-since thou thyself demandest fate." 
Teiresias leaves the stage with the following characteristic 
words upon his lips: 
Phren. 954-59: 
OO:TLS 0' EJ,t7rVP4? xpijraL TEXV'[l, 
j.LaraLos· ~JI fJ.£V ExiJpa u'YJl.d}Vas TUXl1, 
7rLKPOS KaiJEUT'1}X' oIs av ol.wVOUK07rV· 
lj;EVOij 0' inr' otKTOV TOL(n XPWj.1.ElIOLS AE"YWP 
aI3£KEi rel rwv t'J.c;,v. if>o,{3ov 6.vt'JpW7rOLS p.ovov 
xpfiv t'J€O'7r£'I'I3€,v, os OfOO£K€V ovo'va. 
" ... Who uses the diviner's art 
Is foolish. If he heraldeth ill things, 
He is loathed of those to whom he prophecies. 
If pitying them that seek to him, he lie, 
He wrongs the Gods. Sole prophet unto men 
Ought Phrebus to have been, who feareth none." 
Euripides renders his condemnation of the soothsayers most 
effective when he makes the aged seer himself confess that sooth-
sayers often do not dare to tell the truth to those that consult 
them and therefore are compelled to cheat their clients in order 
not to give offence. No wonder that Creon says to his son: 
Phren. 971: 
aKoXauT' taUas p.avTEwv iJE<T7riuj.Lara. 
" Heed not the reckless words of soothsayers." 
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14. THE ELECTRA 
The" Electra," produced about 413, treats of the same subject 
as the "Chcephor;e" of lEschylus, and the" Electra" of Soph-
ocles, namely the return of Orestes from exile, and his revenge 
upon Clytemnestra. 
The chorus admonish Electra to worship the Gods and pray to 
them: 
El. 194~7: 
J.l.T] TLf.LWUa fJeovs, KpaT1]-
UHP fXtJPWlI; auroe. UTovaxa,s, 
aAA' eUXOoiUL {}eovs u.fjl-
rovu' ~~ .. s euOop.epIOov, 6i 'll"Ooi. 
"If thou give honour not to Gods, shall bring 
Thy foes low?-reverencing 
The Gods with prayers, not groans, shalt thou obtain 
Clear shining after rain." 
but Electra answers: 
El. 198-200: 
DUDE'S fJewv EJlO7rOS K},.V€t, 
Tiis DvU'oaij.LOllOS, OU 7raAa(.-
WV 'll"OoTPOS uCPOo'YLo.up.wv. 
"No God regards a wretch's cries, 
N or heeds old flames of sacrifice 
Once on my father's altar burning." 
and yet in her distress she prays desperately: 
El. 221: 
w <J>oifj' • A'll"OAAOv, 'll"pou'll"lTVW ue p..q {}Ooveiv. 
"Phrebus, I pray thee that I be not slain!" 
Electra is exhorted by the Old Man to pray to the Gods: 
El. 563 and 565: 
w 'll"O:rvl, e~xov, {}v'YOo7<P 'HAEKTPOo, {}eois 
Ao.{jeiv cplAov {}rW'Oovplw, (Jv cpOolv .. {}eos. 
"Daughter, Electra-princess I-pray to the Gods-
To win the precious treasure God reveals!" 
and she replies: 
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EI. 566: 
Ulov, KaAc;, iJ(OV~. 
"Lo, I invoke them." 
The prayer in vv. 671 ff. which is according to Murray's ar-
rangement in turn recited by Orestes, Electra, and the Old Man, 
contains also an invocation of the dead: 
El. 671-83: 
o. & ZfV 7ra'Tp~E Kat Tp07rai.' EXtJpWV EJ1.WlI, 
H. O'KTEtPE fJ' 1JJ.'as, olKTpa 'Yap 7rE7rOlliJap.ClI, K. T. A. 
O. "My father's God, Zeus, smiter of my foes," 
E. "Pity us: pitiful our wrongs have been." 
O. M. " Yea, pity those whose lineage is of thee!" 
E. "Queen of Myceme's altars, Hera, help!" 
O. "Grant to us victory, if we claim the right." 
O. M. "Grant for their father vengeance unto these! " 
E. "0 Earth, 0 Queen, on whom I lay mine hands," 
O. "Father, by foul wrong dweller 'neath the earth," 
O. M. "Help, help them, these thy children best-beloved," 
O. "Come! bring all those thy battle-helpers slain" 
E. "All them whose spears with thee laiq Phrygians low," 
O. M. " Yea, all which hate defilers impious!" 
O. "Hear'st thou, 0 foully-entreated of my mother?" 
This prayer to the dead father presupposes the presence of the 
spirit of the dead, his sympathy and co-operation with the sur-
viving kinsmen. Electra asserts (v. 684) : 
" Our sire hears all, I know." 
In the following invocation of the Gods Electra identifies the 
Gods with world-ruling Justice: 
EI. 771: 
" Gods! All-seeing Justice thou hast come at last!" 
Orestes has come by divine command to avenge his father's 
death: 
EI. 87--89: 
aqii'Yp.aL 0' £K iJfOU XP'IIO'T'IIpiwv K. T. A. 
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" ., At Phcebus' oracle-hest I come 
To Argos' soil, none privy thereunto, 
To pay my father's murderers murder-wage." 
Orestes expresses his belief in Apollo's oracles, but has no re-
gard for the tribe of soothsayers: 
EI. 399-400: 
Ao~lov 'Yap ~!-,7rWO' 
XP'Yfu!-,ol, {jPOTWV /j. !-,UVTLK~V XUlPfLV EW. 
". . . ; for Loxias' oracles 
Fail not. Of men's soothsaying will I none." 
In the end of the play the Dioscuri suddenly appear and abuse 
Apollo on account of his oracle which has brought about the 
dreadful events, but he is their superior and therefore they cannot 
speak too plainly: 
EI. 1296-97: 
if>ol{j<t> T.qV/j' avuiJ.quw 
7rPa.~,v cf>ovluv. 
" ... for on Phcebus I lay the guilt 
Of the blood thou hast spilt, etc." 
Likewise lays Orestes the responsibility for the murder of Cly-
temnestra and its consequences at the door of Apollo: 
EI. 971 and 973: 
W CPoi.{3e, 7rOAA lJP 'Y' aj.Laillap Et1EU7rtUa~, 
/)UTLS !-" ~XP'YfUUS !-''YfTEP', ;jv OV XPVv, KTuvciv. 
"0 Phcebus, folly exceeding was thine hest-
Who against nature bad'st me slay my mother! " 
and EI. II90-96: 
Ud iPoi{3', avV/J1I1}uas alKali, K. T. X. 
" Phcebus, the deed didst thou commend 
Aye whispering' Justice.' Thou hast bared 
The deeds of darkness, and made end, 
Through Greece, of lust that murder dared. 
But me what land shall shield? What friend, 
What righteous man shall bear to see 
~he slayer of his mother-me?" 
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IS. THE ORESTES 
The Orestes was acted in 408. The first part of the play tells 
us that after the murder of Aigisthus and Clytemnestra Orestes 
was haunted by the Furies. In torment thereof he continued six 
days. Then both, Orestes and Electra were 'condemned to death 
by the Argive people. The later portion of the play contains the 
intrigues for their rescue and the final achievement for their de-
liverance. 
Orestes desires to pray at the grave of his father: 
Or. 796--97: 
Kal J.l.E 7rPOS 'TVfJ.~Oll 7ropevuov 1raTp6s} 
WS JlLV LKETE{UTW J1.E uwuar.. 
"Even to my father's grave-mound guide me on. 
I would pray him to deliver." 
Orestes, Electra, and Pylades pray to Agamemnon in Hades: 
Or. 1225 ff. : 
O. W oWJ.La valwv VVKTOS opqJValas 7raT(p, K. T. A. 
H. W 7raTEp, lKau OfjT', £t KAVELS etuw XfJOJlos 
TEKVWP KO-AOVJlTWV, ot lTeiJev {}V1}UKOVU' ihrep. 
II. W UV)'')'EvELa 7faTpOS E,uOU, Kap.as ALTar;, 
'A'Yo..P.EJ,LPOJl, el.Ucl..«OVCTDV, EKUWUOJl TEKva. 
O. "Father, who dwellest in dark halls of night, 
Thy son Orestes bids thee come to help 
Those in sore need. For thy sake suffer I 
Wrongfully-by thy brother am betrayed, 
Though I wrought righteousness. I fain would seize 
His wife, and slay: be thou our help therein!" 
E. "Come, father, come, if thou in earth's embrace 
Hearest thy children cry, who die for thee! " 
P. "My father's kinsman, to my prayers withal, 
Agamemnon, hearken; save thy children thou! etc." 
and Pylades adds: 
Or. 1240-43: 
7raVUaln'JE, Kal 7rPOS ~p-yov ~~OpjJ.wjJ.E!Ja. 
El7rEP 'Yap EtUW 'Y;js aKovrl!;ovu' apal, 
KXV". uv a', if> ZfV 7rpO-YOVE Kal fJ.1K'qs uf.flas, 
oor' Evrvx;juat rC;;a' EjJ.Ol rE rVaf. rE. 
"Cease ye, and let us haste unto the deed; 
For if prayers, javelin-like, pierce earth, he hears. 
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Forefather Zeus, and Justice' majesty, 
To him, to me, to her, grant happy speed!" 
Electra prays: 
Or. 1299-1300: 
W ~L6~, W ~LOS' o;Evaov KpaTo~, 
EAb' brlKOVPOJl Ej.Loif7' cpL"AOLO"' 7raVTws. 
"0 power of Zeus, of Zeus,-eternal power, 
Come, aid my friends in this supremest hour! " 
Electra pronounces a curse on Helen: 
Or. 130-31: 
tlro£ (FE J.l.",crr,ueLav, wS' J.l' a1rWAEUaS 
Kat rovoe 1niuclv f)' tEAAaoa. 
" ... -still the Helen of old! 
God's hate be on thee, who hast ruined me, 
My brother, and all Hellas! " 
Only one instance of oath is found in our play: 
Or. 1516-17: 
O. op,o(Jov, Ei DE 1-'1], KT€VW UE, j.L1J AE')'ELV EJ.1:TJV xapLv. 
CPo Trw ~f.LiJJI if;vX1}V Ka.TWjJ..OU', 17v liv eiJOpKoip.' E')'W. 
O. "Swear-or I will slay thee,-that thou speakest not to 
pleasure me. 
Phr. By my life I swear-an oath I sure should honour sacredly." 
In the prologue Electra asserts that the oracle-god is guilty of 
the most unholy thing, the most abominable deed: 
Or. 28-31: 
<Poi/3ov 0' M'Kiav P,fV 'TL o.i Kanr),opiiv; 
7rElfJEL 0' 'OpEUT11V JJ.1JTEp· r} eTc/>' eyelvaTo 
KTt'ivaL, 7rPOS oux ll7raVTaS E~KAeL.aV cpepov. 
i'>p,ws 0' a.7rEKTftV' OUK a.7rftt'Jf}lTas t'Je4>' 
"What boots it to lay wrong to Phcebus' charge, 
Who thrust Orestes on to slay the mother 
That bare him ?-few but cry shame on the deed, 
Though in obedience to the God he slew." 
Line 30 means literally translated" a deed that does not bring to 
all the idea that this was creditable in a God," i.e., "that brings' 
discredit to him with some." 
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That Phcebus was the real author of the deed is admitted by 
Helen: 
Or. 76: 
eis ifloi,{Joll avacptpovua rrw aJ,laprla1l. 
" Since upon Phcebus all thy sin I lay, etc." 
Apollo's oracle is called aU unjust one by Electra: 
Or. 162--64: 
aOLKos aOLKa ror' lip' ~XaKEv EAaK€V, a:rro-
CPOVOJl 5T' E7rl Tpl7root 8iluoos lip' ULKauE 
q,6vov 0 Ao~io.s <j.<as j.<aT€pos. 
"Wrongful was he who uttered that wrongful rede 
When Loxias, thronged on the tripod of Themis, decreed 
The death of my wother, a foul unnatural deed!" 
And Orestes exclaims: 
Or. 275-76: 
Tl liijTo. j.<€XXET'; <~o.KplrET' o.W<.po. 
7rT€PO'iS' 'fa. <Pol{3ov 5' al'fLiiuiJe :/}Eu</>aTa.. 
"Why tarry ye? Soar to the welkin's height 
On wings! There rail on Phcebus' oracles! " 
and he continues: 
Or. 285-87: 
Ao~lq. liE j.<€jJo.pOj.<o.L, 
oO"TLS JL' E7rapa'!i ~P'YOll avouLwTaTov. 
'TOLS jJ.EP XO-YOLS '1'Jv<!>patJlE, 'TOLS 0' EP'YOLULV OV. 
" ... Loxias I blame, 
Who to a deed accursed thrust me on, 
And cheered me still with words, but not with deeds." 
Orestes, when seized with madness, in his lucid intervals again 
and again blames the God for the deed: 
Or. 414 ff.: 
o. 6.XX' ~ITTLV r,j.<iv 6.va.popa. TijS ~vj.<q,opiis 
<PoifJos, KEXEVITo.S I'~TPOS <K1I'pii~o.L q,6vov. 
M. 6.j.<o.,'}€ITTep6s 'Y' (;)v TOU Ko.XOU Ko.' TijS IilK1/S 
O. OOVAeVDj.l€V 11eois, 0 'TL 7rOT' Elulv oi tJeol. 
M. K~'T' Db" ap:uver, Ao~las Tots uats KaKois; 
O. J.l.EA}..Et.' TO iJELOJl 0' furl TOtoVrov cpVUEL. 
O. "Yet can I cast my burden of affliction 
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On Phcebus, who bade spill my mother's blood." 
M. "Sore lack was his of justice and of right! " 
O. "The God's thralls are we-whatsoe'er Gods be." 
M. "And doth not Loxias shield thee in thine ills?" 
O. "He tarrieth long-such is the God's wont stilL" 
Or. 59I-96: 
'A7rli'AAWV il~ J1EUOJ1cf>aAOV~ ~Dpa~ 
valwp {jPO'TOi.uL (J'Top.a lJEjJ.EL uacJ>~uTaTov, 
c; 7rEC:{)-op.€cnJa 7ravf)' OU' iiv KEivos AE'Yl1, 
TOVT4:' TrL{}-Oj.LEVOS TiW TEKovuav EKTavov. 
EKEiVOll frYEL(,..," o.VO(TLOJl Kat. KTf:ivETe" 
EKeLVOS .qp,apT', OUK E'YW. 
" ... Apollo at earth's navel-throne 
Gives most true revelation unto men, 
Whom we obey in whatsoe'er he saith. 
Obeying him, my mother did I slay. 
Account ye him unholy: yea, slay him! 
He sinned, not I." 
After the poet has thoroughly censured the oracle-god for his 
injustice the play concludes with the usual justification of Apollo's 
wisdom. Apollo himself appears and gives his oracles as to how 
affairs should be managed, vv. 1625-65. Orestes perfectly satis-
fied addresses Apollo: 
Or. I666-67: 
6J. Ao~La J1aVTELE uwv tJEU7rLUJ1aTWV' 
ob "'Ev06J1avTL~ 1JutJ' I1p', aAA' Erf}TVJ10~. 
"Hail, Prophet Loxias, to thine oracles! 
No lying prophet wert thou then, but true." 
and Or. I680--8I : 
K6.,),W ToioiiTO~' U7rEVDOJ1aL DE UVJ1cf>opaL~, 
MEvEAaE, KaL uoi~, Ao~la, tJEu7rluJ1aULv. 
" I am as he to my fate reconciled, 
To Menelaus, and thine oracles." 
The prophet Glaucus, from whom Menelaus learned the news 
of his brother's fate, is called the ".unerring God": 
Or. 362ff.: 
•• N'7PEW~ 7rpOcf>f}T'7~ rAaiiKO~ 6."'EVD~~ tJe6~, K. ·T. A. 
" ... from the waves 
The shipman's seer, the unerring God, the son 
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of Nereus, Glaucus, made it known to me: 
, Thy brother, Menelaus, lieth dead, etc.''' 
The word 7rpocf)'flT1J~, however, does not necessarily imply the power 
of predicting; 7rP04>~T1J~ is properly an interpreter or speaker for 
another, as Apollo was the prophet of Zeus and Glaucus of 
Nereus. 
Reference to dreams is made m 
Or. 6r8: 
DvEipar' a')'')'EAAovua Ta."YaJ.tEJ.LlIOVO~. 
"Telling of dreams from Agamemnon sent." 
This verse is generally considered as spurious. Paley thinks that 
the notion was borrowed from dreams of vengeance sent to Cly-
temnestra by Agamemnon as described in the "Chcephori" of 
JEschylus and in Sophocles' Electra 425; it is not elsewhere al-
luded to by Euripides. 
In the extremely fine passage vv. 255 ff.,. which must have been 
truly terrific when impersonated by a good actor, we have the 
famous vision of Orestes who sees the Furies by his side: 
Or. 255-57: 
& J.lrrrep, UcETEVW UE, f.1.1] '7rlUHE fJ.0t 
ra.s a~p.aTW7rOVS Kat. opaKOVTWOELS Kopas. 
aural. 'Yap aUTaL 7rA1]O'tOll rJPWUKOVU;' }lOU. 
" Mother I-beseech thee, hark not thou on me 
Yon maidens gory-eyed and snaky-haired! 
Lo there !-Io there! They are nigh, they leap on me! " 
At this moment Orestes in his delirium makes a violent effort to 
leap from his couch; Therefore Electra, his sister, who sits by his 
bed and administers to him with the most tender affection as-
suages him saying: . 
Or. 258-59: 
Me,,', w raAal7rwp', arpej.La O'ois Ell OEj.LvloLS· 
"pijs -yap OVOElI .:ill OOKE'S iTae/>' <loElIa,. 
"Stay, hapless one, un shuddering on thy couch: 
Nought of thy vivid vision seest thou." 
In these lines we have a striking example how Euripides manages 
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the supernatural in contrast with JEschylus. According to the 
latter the Furies are real deities, living persons of objective ex-
istence, who even come upon the stage to torture the murderer. 
According to Euripides Orestes in his delirium fancies he sees 
the forms of the Furies pursuing him, while Electra expresses her 
disbelief in the visible presence of them. She admits that a 
fancied illness is as afflicting to the patient, as a real one, but 
insists that the illness is nothing but a vision that haunts the brain 
of a delirious man: 
Or. 3II-IS: 
«XAel KXivov els EVVTW DEjJ.as, 
Kat. p.,q TO Tap{3ovv KaKcPo{3ovv cr' EK OEjJ.vlwv 
a:yav a:rrOOEXOV, J.LEVe 0' E7rt. CfTPWTOV Xexovs. 
Kilv p,r, vOCTiis 'Yap, o.AAa Oo~o.l'ELS VOCTiiv 
Kap,aTOS /3POTOLU'lI fL7rOp£an: "'{''''{VETaL. 
" ... But lay thee down, 
And heed not terrors overmuch, that scare 
Thee from thy couch, but on thy bed abide. 
For, though thy sickness be but of the brain, 
This is affliction, this despair, to men." 
16. THE IPH1GEN1A AT AUL1S 
The" Iphigenia at Aulis " was acted after the death of Euripi-
des. Its subject forms a prelude to the" Iphigenia in Tauris." 
Calchas the prophet had proclaimed-and he was backed by 
Odysseus and Menelaus-that Artemis claims the sacrifice of 
Iphigenia, eldest daughter of Agamemnon, before the adverse 
winds can fall. Iphigenia, doomed by her father to die at Aulis, 
is miraculously saved by the Goddess and removed to another 
land, the Tauric Chersonese. 
As in the" Hippolytus" so also in the" Iphigenia at Aulis," a 
characteristic passage is contained, where Euripides refers to an 
oath which is invalid. This is the oath sworn to Tyndaretts by 
Helen's suitors: 
I. A. 390 ff. : 
lJJjJ.ouav Trw TvpoapewlI OPKOV oi KaKocj>poPES 
cpLA6-yap,oL p'V1JCTT~PES . . • 
oDs Aa{3wv CTTpo.nv·· ETOLp,OL 0' EtCTt p,wpLq. CPPEVWV. 
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"Those infatuate marriage-craving suitors swore an oath indeed 
Unto Tyndareus; ... 
Lead them thou--O these are ready in the folly of tpeir soul! " 
This oath was invalid because it was extorted on a false pretense: 
I. A. 66-67: 
E1rE' 0' E1r"(TT~)1?-f]Uav EjL1rEOW'), ')'EPWV 
iJ7riil\t'JEP aUTOVS TwoapEws 7rVKPV c!>pEPL, K. T. X. 
" So when they had pledged them thus, and cunningly 
Old Tyndareus had by craft outwitted them, etc." 
The oath was taken under the usual solemn forms of swearing 
and an imprecation of harm to him who should fail in his obliga-
tion was added, (brapaaa(f'lJaL): 
I. A. 57-65: 
Ka~ Pl." eiuijAth:v Telae, 
iJPKOVS (1waif;a, oE~,as TE uVI-'{3aXiip K. T. X. 
" ... and this thing came into his mind, 
That each to each the suitors should make oath, 
And clasp right hands, and with burnt sacrifice 
Should pour drink-offerings, and swear to this:-
Whose wife soever Tyndareus' child should be, . 
Him to defend: if any from her home 
Stole her and fled, and thrust her lord aside, 
To march against him, and to raze his town, 
Hellene or alien, with their mailed array." 
The suitors had taken the oath because each hoped to be the hus-
band of Helen; and since they were bound by this oath they had 
to take the consequences of their folly and join the Trojan expe-
dition, and so fulfil their oath. In taking such an oath they are 
called KaKo<ppOVES "infatuate," vv. 390-91. But Euripides adds 
that while men may be in the dark about the validity or invalidity 
of oaths the Godhead well knows how to distinguish those which 
are valid from those which are not: 
I. A. 395---96: 
OU 'Yap aUVPETOP TO t'Jiiop, aXX' ~X" UW'EPa, 
TOU') Ka«ws 1ra')'EVTas 8PKOVS Kat Ka'Tf]va,),KaUILEPOVS. 
"God is not an undiscerning judge; his eyes are keen to try 
Oaths exacted by constraint, and troth-plight held unrighteously." 
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Menelaus under a solemn oath by his and Agamemnon's an-
cestors declares that he no longer desires to possess a bad wife at 
the cost of a good brother's happiness: 
I. A. 473 ff. : 
lIEA01ra KaTOp,JlVp,', a. 7raT.qp TOUp,OV 7raTpo. 
TOU O"ou r' EKA:frIJ7], TOll TEKcwra .. ' 'ArpEa, 
K. T. A. 
"I sweat by Pelops, of my sire and thine 
Named father, and by Atreus our own sire, 
That from mine heart's core I will speak to thee, 
To serve no end, but all mine inmost thought, etc." 
Likewise Achilles, when swearing, invokes his ancestor: 
I. A. 948-50: 
p,a. TOJI Iii iryPWJI KVp,aTWJI nlJpap,p,EJlOJl 
N7]pea, cj>VTOVP"YOll 8ETLOOS 71 J.I.' E,),ELvaro, 
oUX Ily,ETa, uijs lJv'YaTpos 'A'Yap,Ep,JlWJI IlJla~. 
"No, by the foster-son of Ocean's waves, 
Nereus, the sire of Thetis who bare me, 
King Agamemnon shall not touch thy child." 
The poet's dislike for seers also finds expression in our play: 
1. A. 520--21: 
Agam. 
Mene!. 
TO f,LallTLKOll 1rav U1rEpf.1.a cjJLAOTL}tOll Ka,,01l. 
KOVOEJI 'Y' apEUTOJl OVOE XP7}U,p,UV 7rapoJl. 
"The whole seer-tribe is an ambitious curse." 
"Abominable and useless,-while alive." 
Cf. also EI. 400; HeI. 755; 1. T. 574. 
Achilles bitterly asks: 
1. A. 956: 
Tis OE 1.t.ftllTLS ~o"T' av-qp; 
"What is a seer?" 
and ;1nswers his own question: 
1. A. 957-58: 
as oAl'Y' aA7]lJij, 7roAAa. lie y,wliij AE'Yft 
TVXWJI' ilTaJl lie p,.q TVXl1, IiwlXETa,. . 
" A man who speaks few truths, but many lies, 
When his shafts hit, who is ruined if he miss." 
(I.e., he loses all credit when he fails.) 
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17. THE BACCHJE 
The "Bacch;e" was composed or completed during the resi-
dence of Euripides with Arche1aus in Macedonia and in all prob-
ability was the work of his latest years. It brings before us the 
conflict between divine power claiming its due recognition (Dion-
ysus), and human arrogance denying that claim (Pentheus). 
The play details the miserable end of Pentheus, who stands alone 
in obstinate resistance to the worship of Dionysus. A devout 
and religiou~ tone is predominant throughout this play. The 
splendid choral odes of the "Bacchanals," their passionate cries 
and wild ecstatic prayers express the one theme of pious devotion 
in varying forms following the development of the action. 
The chorus in an ecstatic prayer call the Goddess of Sanctity 
to listen to the impious language of Pentheus: 
Bacch. 370 ff. : 
(Quia 7rOTVa tJewv, 
(Quia ~' it Kurd. 'Yap 
xpvuEav 7rTf.pv"{a ",f.petS, K. T. X. 
"0 Sanctity, thou who dost bear dominion 
Over Gods, yet low as this earthly ground, 
Unto usward, stoopest thy golden pinion;-
Hear'st thou the words of the king, and the sound 
Of his blast of defiance, of Pentheus assailing 
The Clamour-king ?-hear'st thou this blasphemous railing 
On Semele's son, who is foremost found 
Of the Blest in the festival beauty-crowned? etc." 
In the spirit of Bacchic frenzy the chorus invoke the God: 
Bacch. 414-15: 
EKEto"' a'YE }LE, BpOPLE BPOP;LE, K. T. A. 
" ... Thitherward lead me, 0 Clamour-king! 
o Revel-god, guide where the Graces abide 
And Desire,-where danceth, of no man denied, 
The Bacchanal ring." 
The chorus call upon the God to come and check the insolence of 
the king: 
Bacch. 550 ff. : 
E(J'OPq,S TaO', w LlLOS 1rui 
I1LOVVUE, uovs 7rpocp.qras K. 'T. X. 
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Son of Zeus, are his deeds of thine eye unbeholden, 
Dionysus ?-thy prophets with tyranny wrestling in struggle and 
strain? 
Sweep down the slope of Olympus, uptossing thy thyrsus golden: 
Come to us, King, and. the murderer's insolent fury refrain, etc." 
Having called upon the hounds of Madness to arouse the 
Mamads against Pentheus, the godless intruder into their sacred 
rites, the chorus invoke Justice and the presence of the God 
himself : 
Bacch. 1012-23: 
tTw alKa cj>avepos, tTW ~"Inlcj>opos K. T. A. 
U}', w BaKXE, K. 'T. A. 
"Justice, draw nigh us, draw nigh, with the sword of avenging 
appear: 
Slay the unrighteous, the seed of Echion, the earth-born, and 
shear 
Clean through his throat; for he feareth not God, neither law 
doth he fear." 
"0 Dionysus, reveal thee I-appear as a bull to behold, 
Or be thou seen as dragon, a monster of heads manifold, 
Or as a lion with splendours of flame round the limbs of him 
rol1ed. 
Come to us, Bacchus, and smiling in mockery compass him 
around 
Now with the toils of destruction, and so shall the hunter be 
bound, 
Trapped mid the throng of the Ma:nads, the quarry his questing 
hath found." 
Since the "Bacch<e" apparently breathe a more religious spirit 
than most of the earlier dramas of Euripides, scholars have often 
maintained that the play is a sort of recantation on the part of the 
poet, "a reactionary manifesto in favour of orthodoxy." In the 
judgment of G. Murray this is a "view which hardly merits refu-
tation." Even in the" Bacch<e," towards the close of the play in 
the colloquy between Agave and Dionysus, Euripides does not 
shrink from exposing the imperfections of the legend and repre-
senting the Gods in an obnoxious light: 
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Bacch. 1344-49: 
A. ALOVV(fE, AUTUOP.EU/J6. u', fJoLK1]KajJ-f.v. 
d. 1'4' Ep,o.!}dJ-' ",p,as, ilTE 0' Expijv, OUK i/OETE. 
A. eyvwKap,EV TaVT'· aXX' brE~epXE' "A£av. 
d. Ka< 'Yap 7rPOS VP,WV !}EOS 'YE'YWS v{3P'!;OP,7/V. 
A. OP'Yos 7rpe7rEL !}eovs OUX Op,OLOvu!}a, {3POTOLS. 
A. 7raAaL 'TaOE Ztd,s ovp,OS E1rEPEvcrEV 7raT1Jp. 
A. "Dionysus, we beseech thee I-we have sinned." 
D. "Too late ye know me, who knew not in your hour." 
A. "We know it-but thy vengeance passeth bounds." 
D. "I am a God: ye did despite to me." 
A. "It fits not that in wrath Gods be as men." 
D. "Long since my father Zeus ordained this so." 
. 
Dionysus possesses prophetic knowledge and predicts future 
events. No doubt, some verses of Dionysus' speech have been lost 
at the end of the play. The portion preserved begins with his 
prophecy of the weird transformation of Cadmus: 
Bacch. 1330 ff. : 
OpaKWV 'YEvf/ITEL p,ETa{3a"Awv, K. T. "A. 
XP7/Up,os WS "AhEL d,os, K. T. X. 
"Thou to a serpent shalt be changed; thy wife, etc . 
. . . Zeus' oracle saith, etc." 
Teiresias, the prophet of Apollo, describes Dionysus as a God 
possessed of oracular power and prophetic madness: 
Bacch. 298-99: 
p,o.VTLS 0' 0 oa£p,wv iliJ .. TO 'Yap {3aKXEvu,p,OV 
Ka< TO p,aVtWOES p,aVTLK",V 7ro"A"A fW ~XE'. 
" A prophet is this God: the Bacchic frenzy 
And ecstacy are full-fraught with prophecy." 
d. also Hec. 1267: 
o ep7/~1 p,o.VTLS EI7rE dwvvuos T6.lJ •• 
Dramatically appropriate in the lips of the aged seer Teiresias 
is the conservative tone in which he protestS against 'rationalizing 
and speculating about the Gods, as if our reason were capable of 
dealing with the question, vv. 200 ff. 
"'Tis not for us to reason touching Gods. 
Traditions of our fathers, old as time, 
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We hold: no reasoning shall cast them down,-
No, though of subtlest wit our wisdom spring, etc." 
We cannot, however, unreservedly accept the seer as the spokes-
man of the opinion of the poet, who, as appears from passages in 
other plays, had no great low for proph~ts and soothsayers; and 
even a play of such a religious character as the "Bacchre" con-
tains a strong invective against the diviners: The taunts of venal-
ity which Euripides in vv. 255 ff. allows to be flung at Teiresias 
by Pentheus,-taunts which remain unanswered by the seer, may 
weIl make us hesitate in accepting the prophet as the exponent of 
the poet's own opinion in vv. 200 ff. Pentheus severely attacks 
Teiresias: 
Bacch. 255-57: 
(TV TaUT' f7reLUa~, TELpEUla" 76,,0' av t'JeAELS 
TOJ) oalpov' Ctv{}pW7rOUJ'LV el,ucpepwlI Vfoll 
UK07rE'i" 7rTEPWTOVS Ka}J.7rVpWv J.LLu/}OVs c!>epELv. 
"Thou didst, Teiresias, draw him to this: 
'Tis thou wo~ldst foist this new God upon :nen 
For augury and divination's wage! " 
The service of a new God was pretty sure to bring with it some 
new profits from the credulous, especially as Dionysus was an 
oracular God. The function of the soothsayer seems to have been 
held in smaIl repute among the contemporaries of Euripides, and 
passages like these (see also Hipp. 1059; Ion 374-8; HeI. 744-57; 
El. 400; Phren. 772; 1. A. 520; and Frgm. 793) reflect the feeling 
of the day. Such censure of false prophets, so common in Euripi-
des, is doubtless due to the conduct of the mendicant soothsayers 
and jugglers of the time. 
For formula of oath see: 
Bacch. 534-35: 
ET' val. Ta." {30TPVWOfJ 
!lwvuuov xapLv otva<. 
" ... I swear by the full-clustered 
Grace of the vine Dionysian." 
The Greeks usuaIly caIled a divinity to witness that was connected 
with the subject of discourse. 
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18. THE CYCLOPS 
The" Cyclops" is the only extant example of a satyric drama. 
Although the play brings us intQ contact with customs and modes 
of religious worship of a period long before Euripides, it fur-
nishes very little material for our search of the supernatural. 
Odysseus prays to Athena and Zeus: 
Cyc!. 350-55: 
& TInA-haS, & OECT7rOLVa LltOl'€VE~ {lea, K. T. A. 
Zev tEVL' opa TaO'· K. T. A. 
"b Pallas, Child of Zeus, 0 Heavenly Queen, 
Help, help me now, for never have I been, 
Mid all Troy's travail, in such strait as this! 
Oh, this is peril's bottomless abyss! 
o Dweller in the starry Halls of Light, 
Zeus, thou Guest-champion, look upon my plight! 
If thou regard not, vainly we confess 
Thy godhead, Zeus, who art mere nothingness! " 
For the same thought see: 
Cyc!. 375-76: 
w Zev, rl AEtw, oelv' lowv liVTPWV ECTW 
KOV 1rLura., j.L&tJOLS ElK6T' ova' ~P'YOlS {3porwv; 
"0 God, that cave I-that mine eye's should behold 
Horrors incredible, etc." 
Odysseus also appeals to Hephcestus, the presiding God of Etna 
to help him in getting rid of the Cyclops who is a pest to the 
island: 
C ycl. 59g-007: 
"HcpaLur' avnE ALTvaLE, ')'eLTOVOS KaKOU 
Xa}t7rpOJl 7rvpwcra$ {,}t}t' a7raXXaxihJIJ' iJ.7ra~, 
K. T. X. 
"0 Fire-god, king of Etna, burn away 
The eye of thy vile neighbour, and for aye 
Rid thee of him! 0 child of black Night, Sleep, 
On this god-hated brute in full power leap! 
Bring not Odysseus and his crew to naught, 
After these glorious toils in Ilium wrought, 
Through one who gives to God nor man a thought! 
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Else must we think that Chance bears rule in heaven, 
That lordship over Gods to her is given." 
The drunken Silenus pronounces curses on Odysseus and his 
comrades: 
Cycl. 261: 
" . devil take you!" 
i7 KaKW~ 0 UTOL «aKoi 
oL r4ioES a.7r6AOLVTO. 
" ... Else-may they go to hell 
These bad boys!" 
Silenus swears "by all the gods and little fishes" that he has not 
sold the lambs of Cyclops: 
Cyc!. 262 ff.: 
po. Tall IIoO'"ELow TOP TEK6vT4 u', w KVKAwlj!, 
p,a. 'TOll p,E"(all Tpl'Twlla Ka~ 'TOll Nl1PEa, 
p,a. 'Tilil KaXlJI/It1J TOS TE Nl1PEWS K6pas, 
p.a iJ' lepa. KVP.4T' lxiJvwv 'TE 7rav "YEPOS, 
a:lrwjMJU', K. T. A. 
" By the Sea-god your father, Sir, I vow, 
By mighty Triton, Nereus, Lord of Waters, 
Calypso, and all Neteus' pretty daughters, 
By every holy wave that swings and swishes-
In short, by all the gods and little fishes 
I swear- ... etc." 
19. THE FRAGMENTS 
In the Fragments of Euripides the following prayers and lil-
vocations are contained: 
fro 123: 
Fr. 132: 
wtJEOI, Tlll' Eis "(fill {Jap{Japwll aq,l-yp,etJa K. T. X. 
" 0 Gods, what barbarous land have we reached! etc." 
UV 0' W rVpaJlVE iJeSJv TE Ko.Vf}pW7rWV '" Epws, K. T. A. 
"Eros, thou mistress of the Gods and men, etc." 
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if, 'll"o.i: Ll.":lV7]S, ws ~</>vs p.~'Yo.s ,Jros, 
Ll.tOPv<Te, ,JP7]TO'S T' ovoo.p.ws V'll"O<TTo.TOS. 
"0 Dionysus, Dione's son, how great a God hast thou become, 
in no wise inferior to mortals! " 
fr. 705 contains an invocation addressed to Apollo: 
fr. 867 one addressed to Ahprodite: 
The following beautiful fragment contains a praise of the 
world-pervading reason or intelligence: 
fro 59<>: 
<T~ TOP o.VTO</>Vij TOP ~p o.Wepl'l' 
pvp.{3'1' 'll"aPTWP </>V<TtP ~p.'ll" M~o.p,J', 
fjp 'll"~Pt P.EP q,ws, 'll"epl 0' op</>po.lo. 
pv~ o.l{)Aoxpws, /i,KptTOS T' /i,<TTPWP 
iSXAOS ~POEAEXWS ap.¢tXOpEVEt. 
"Thee, self-begotten, who, in ether rolled 
Ceaselessly round, by mystic links dost blend 
The nature of all things, whom veils enfold 
Of light, of dark night flecked with gleams of gold. 
Of star-hosts dancing round thee without end." 
Cf. also fr. 935 : 
" Seest thou the boundless ether there on high, 
That folds the earth around with dewy arms? 
This deem thou Zeus, this reckon one with God." 
and fro 869: 
aAA' o.W-qp TlKTEt <TE, KOpo., 
Zevs iJs ap,Jpw'll"otS opop.arETo.t. 
"Maiden, 'twas Ether gave thee birth, 
Who is named Zeus by sons of earth." 
(See also pages 80it. on Troad. 884-88.) 
In another fragment we read: 
fro 938: 
Kat raLa J,Lfjrep' tEuTiav Of u' ol uoc/>ol 
{3POTWP Ko.AOV<TtP 7}p.~P7]P ~p o.W~Pt. 
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"0 mother Earth, the wise of mortals call thee Hestia whose 
seat is in the sky." 
The vague belief of the poet finds expression m the following 
prayer: 
fro 904: 
(Tol. riiJ 7raVTWV }.U;OEOV'rt xorJV 
7rEXaVOV 'Tf cf>EPW, Z.vs d'T' 'AloT/s 
ovoj.Lafop,evos UTEPI'EtS' UV oE MOL 
{}vcrlav ii7rVpop 7ra,),Kap1fElas 
o~~aL 7rX1]PT/ 7rpoxm'Jii<Fav. 
(TV 'Yap Ell T€ {}€O;S TOLS' ovpavloaLs 
UKij'lrTPOP TO Lltos J,LETaxer.plfwp 
Xifovlwv if' • ALoll J.Lf'TEXELS apxf)s. 
7rEJ.Lif;ov 0' €S cf>ws if;vxos EVEPWV 
TOrS /30VXOJ.LEVOL! iiifXovs 7rpoJ.Laif.rv K. T. X. 
"To thee, ruler of all things, whether thou choosest to be named Zeus 
or Hades, I bring libation and offerings, etc .... thou, who art wielding 
the sceptre among the Gods in heaven and rulest among the Gods in Hades 
send souls of those beneath the earth up to light to those who are eager 
to know the origin of troubles and tile source of evils, etc." 
Perhaps line 9 should be read: 
"Send light to the souls of men! " 
The following two examples are taken from the fragmenta 
dubia et spuria of Euripides: 
fro I I04 ascribes to Zeus omniscience and omnipresence: 
fro 1094 contains a prayer addressed to Athena,-" almost the only 
Goddess," as J. Adam says, "from whom the poet refrains his 
sacrilegious hand": 
iJJ 'TOU J.Lf-yl<F'TOV ZT/VOS iiXKLJ.LOV 'TEKOS 
IIaXXas, 'Tl OpWJ.LfV K. 'T. X. 
"0 Pallas, thou mighty Child of great Zeus, what shall we do?" 
In his" Danae" the poet makes one of his characters declaim the 
following prayer to gold: 
I40 
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;;, XPVO'E, /le~lwp.a KaAA'O'ToV (3POTO'iS, 
WS oVTe P:QT'I1P .qOOpo.s Tod:1.ua' EXEt, 
ou ?raioES aviJpW1fOLULV, ou ¢lAOS 7rar.qp, 
oLas uv xoi fIE OWj.LaULp KEKTT}/-LEVDLo 
et /l' iJ Klnrp'S TOWVTOV "q,tJaAp.o'is opij., 
ou tJaup.' ~pwTas p.vplovs aUTiJv ~XHV. 
"0 Gold, most beautiful delight of mortals! Neither their mother, nor 
their children, nor their father enjoy such pleasures as thou and those who 
possess thee. If Cypris has such (splendor) in her eyes, no wonder that 
she has a thousand lovers! " 
This eulogy of gold was undoubtedly meant by the poet to be 
ironical. But the Athenian public was scandalized by such an 
utterance which seemed opposed to the traditional belief, and, as 
Seneca tells us, rose at these words and would have driven the 
actor and the play from the stage had Euripides not come out 
and announced that the actor was going to be punished for the 
godless utterance he had made. Seneca Epist. II5: ... totus 
populus ad eiciendum et actorem et carmen consurrexit uno im-
petu, donec Euripides in medium ipse prosiluit petens ut expec-
tarent viderentque quem admirator auri exitum faceret. 
Although Euripides stood aloof from public life he missed no 
opportunity to declare his love for liberty and his hatred of abso-
lute power. Upon tyranny and all those who are in sympathy 
with it he pronounces a curse: . 
fr.' 277: 
Ka.KWS 0' 8AOl,VTO rravT€,i oi TvppavvloL 
XalPOVlTLJI oXl'Y!l r' Ell 'TroXEL p,ollapxig.o 
"Cursed be all those who rejoice to see the city in the hands of a 
single man or under the yoke of a few men! " 
Prayer to the dead is in vain: 
fro 336: 
OOKELS TOP Ol ALOTJV (J'WV TL cpPoVTlsELV 'YOWP 
Kat. 7raio' av-quHv T01l 0-011, El tJfl\OLS UTEVf(.lI; 
7raVuaL' K. T. A. 
"Do you believe that Hades heeds thy lamentations, 
... and sends up thy sons? Be silent! etc." 
For similar thought see fro 454, where we read about Hercules: 
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"For if he dwelleth in the underworld 
Midst those that are no more, he is strengthless all." 
and fro 536: 
. All who have died 
Are shadows and dust: nothingness fades to nothingness." 
These passages are striking examples of the contradictions which 
are so common in Euripides. For the poet's opposite view on the 
subject d. El. 677 ff.; Bee. 534-41 ; Troad. 1302, 1307. 
Reference to oath is made: 
fro 491: 
l3p.vvp.L 0' IEPOV aWfp', otK7J<TLV f,.,';s. 
"I swear by holy Ether, the dwelling of Zeus." 
and fro 1030: 
uV'Y'YpwP.OVo.s TO' TOUS iJEOVS Efvat. OOKELS, 
Ilmv TLS iJPKCj1 {Ju.vaTov bccJ>vyiiv {JEX!1; 
" Dost thou believe the· Gods are disposed to pardon, if someone 
wishes to escape death by oath? " 
Zeus is called the most truthful p,avTLs among the Gods, 
fro 875: 
ZEUS ~V {Jeo'i"L p.U.VTLS "'y,EvOf<TTaTOS 
Kal TEXOS ao..os he.. 
Melanippe is described as one who proclaimed unerring proph-
ecies: 
fro 485: 
1j 7rpwrQ, fJ.EP 'To. {}ELa 7rPOVj.LQ,VTE{)(TQ,ro 
XP'fJUP.OLUL uatj>ECTLv aUTEpwv E1r' aVToXais 
The following fragments are in keeping with the poet's usual con-
tempt for soothsayers: 
fro 963: 
"The best seer is he who guesses well." 
and fro 793: 
Tt oijTa {JU.KOLS p.aVTLKOLs o~p..vo, 
<TacJ>Ws odJp.vv<T{J' .UlOaL nl. oaLp.oV6JV;, 
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OU TWlJOf. XELPWVUKTE'i av{}pW7rOL "A.6'YWlJ· 
OO"TLS 'Yap avX(i {}ewv E7rlcrrcuTtJut. 7rEpt, 
ouMv TL p,iiAAOV oIofv ;) 7rfit'}€LV Af'}'WV. 
"Why do you, who hold prophetic seats, declare that you have perfect 
knowledge of things divine? There are no diviners! For he who pre-
tends to know the will of Heaven only knows how to deceive by his talk." 
SUMMARY RESULT OF THE PRECEDING DISCUSSION 
Even after having carefully examined all the available material 
on the subject the difficulty still remains to reach tenable conclu-
sions in regard to the po~t's view of the supernatural. For all 
his lucidity of language, Euripides is not lucid about his ideas 
especially in connection with the supernatural. No wonder that 
few subjects connected with Euripides have attracted the atten-
tion of scholars more than his religious views, and that the schol-
ars do not agree among themselves in answering the question: 
What position does the poet take up with reference to the super-
natural? "As a thinker," says Murray, "he is even to this day 
treated almost as a personal enemy by scholars of orthodox and 
conformist minds; defended, idealized, and sometimes transformed 
beyond recognition by various champions of rebellion and the 
free intellect." Schlegel advises: "We may distinguish in him a 
two-fold character, the poet, whose productions were consecrated 
to a religious solemnity, who stood under the protection' of re-
ligion, and who therefore, on his part, was bound to honor it, and 
the sophist with his philosophical dicta, who endeavoured to in-
sinuate his sceptical opinions and doubts into the fabulous mar-
vels of religion from which he derived the subjects of his plays." 
Schlegel's view is right, if we grant his premises, viz., that the 
poet's insinuating of sceptical opinions and doubts is of set pur-
pose; and even then the question is left to be answered: Where 
speaks the poet, and where the sophist ?-Donaldson, in his" The-
atre of the Greeks" briefly describes Euripides as "altogether 
devoid of religious feelings," while Haigh characterizes the poet's 
mind "as essentially of a religious and meditative cast."-Ac-
cording to the theory lately propounded by Dr. Verrall our poet 
is the "sceptic" and" rationalist" whose plays are a covert but 
intended attack on the popular religion, bearing one meaning to 
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the multitude and another to the "advanced thinkers" of the 
day. "The orthodoxy is pretended fiction, a mere theatrical trick, 
required in the first instance, and to some extent throughout, by 
the peculiar conditions of the tragic stage at Athens, but main-
tained in part out of a natural love for duplicity, ambiguity, irony, 
and the play of meaning, which was characteristic of the people 
and the time" (Euripides the Rationalist, pp. 231-232). But if 
Euripides really was concealing a rationalistic doctrine under the 
garb of his drama, we can hardly imagine how this would have 
escaped the scrutiny of the most keen-eyed and merciless of 
critics, Aristophanes. Nor can we understand that for more than 
two thousand years none of all the painstaking students has been 
able to penetrate the disguise, which Dr. Verrall has discovered 
in the works of Euripides. There can be no doubt that the opin-
ion of modern scholars has been influenced by Aristophanes who 
presents Euripides as a proselyting atheist. Yet the comic poet 
must not be mistaken for a historian, and his manifest exag-
gerations should have put professional critics on their guard, all 
the more as he swung his comic lash over Euripides with special 
vigor because of personal feeling. 
To do Euripides justice we must first of all realize that he was 
the child of a particular age. He lived in a time of general dis-
solution when everything in the moral, religious, and social life 
was fluctuating. It was the age of the sophists with their agnos-
ticism on the one hand and their virtual atheism on the other. 
Protagoras had been expelled from Athens for his free-thinking .. 
To quote his own words: " About the Gods I am unable to affirm 
either that they exist or that they do not exist, nor what they are 
like." Prodicus declared that the so-called Gods were only per-
sonifications of those objects which experience had found benefi-
cial to the life of man: Demeter was only the apotheosis of bread, 
as Dionysus of wine, Poseidon of water, Hephcestus of fire, and 
so forth.. With these men Euripides was contemporary, and he 
undoubtedly acquainted himself with their thoughts on nature, 
man, and God. Then the Peloponnesian War (431-4°4 B.c.) 
in its bearings on religious ideas was also of vital importance. In 
time of distress and misfortune, men often begin to reconsider 
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the foundations of their beliefs. One fate appeared for the 
righteous and the wicked, for those that sacrificed and for those 
that sacrificed not. This bitter experience had shaken the already 
weakened joints of the ancestral religious structure, and finally 
the old beliefs themselves went by the board. 
Euripides is above all others the spokesman of his time, the 
poet in whom the spirit of revolt against the older conceptions of 
the supernatural appears. How far the dissolution of the tra-
ditional beliefs had proceeded in his time is difficult to say. It is, 
however, probable that his attacks on the religion of the masses 
were preceded by other attacks. At any rate, people's minds in 
Euripides' days were prepared to hear, even in the theatre, doubt 
cast on what concerned the Gods; and when Euripides approached 
religious tradition with scepticism and liberal frankness he was 
supported by the spirit of the time in which he lived. 
Here the question arises: If Euripides was so at variance with 
the traditional beliefs, why then did he make such frequent use of 
the supernatural in his tragedies? It is possible, though not very 
probable, that one of his reasons was to counteract the popular 
prejudice against his supposed atheism. The main reason, how-
ever, was that he could not put aside the historic atmosphere of 
the Attic drama. Tradition and dramatic propriety compelled 
him to take his themes from the myths and heroic iegends, how-
ever abhorrent many of these must have been to him. No one in 
Euripides' days could have broken free from these traditions; in 
attempting to do so he must have wrecked either his fame or his 
art. And above all we must not forget that Euripides was a 
dramatic poet and·not a theological teacher. His task was rather 
to interest than to instruct, not to inculcate certain sceptical views 
and theological criticism, but to give to the people the pleasure 
which a good tragedy can afford. 
We must, moreover, always bear in mind that it will not do to 
take, without discrimination, all the views which his characters 
maintain for the reflective opinion of the dramatic poet. Fre-
quently these views are contradictory and necessarily vary ac-
cording to the dramatis personre and to the dramatic situation. 
But after all due allowances have been made it cannot be 
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denied that Euripides through his characters and choruses, not 
only now and then, but throughout his tragedies, expresses views 
on the supernatural with evident satisfaction, and in a language 
that leaves no doubt that these views are dear to him and reflect 
his own thought. 
Euripides' characters often appeal to the Gods in prayer, and 
some of their prayers are of the finest type expressing the pro-
founld sentiments of a devout and godly soul. But side by side 
with this kind of prayers are others of an entirely opposite char-
acter-and these are by no means the exception but the rule. Our 
poet often employs prayers which are nothing but expressions of 
disbelief in the use and value of prayer. Others are in reality no 
prayers at all, but mere expostulations, invectives, maledictions, 
and blasphemies hurled against the Gods. That this is the pre-
vailing attitude of the poet towards the Gods of Greek mythology 
has sufficiently been illustrated by various examples in the pre-
ceding discussion. But how do we account for this extent of the 
poet's iconoclasm? 
It has been maintained that Euripides was an atheist, hence 
his violent attack against the traditional beliefs which he consid-
ered nothing but superstitions and follies. I venture to say that 
he was not in any sense an atheist. The often quoted fragment 
from the" Bellerophontes ": 
fro 288: 
cpTJulv TL~ dllat 5ijT' EJI ovpavC; t1Eov~; 
OU" ELulv, ov" EiuLv. 
" Doth any say that there are Gods in heaven? 
Nay there are none! " 
does not prove the atheism of Euripides any more than Prome-
theus' maledictions against Zeus prove the impiety of .lEschylus. 
Bellerophontes like Prometheus is godless, and for his godless-
ness is blasted by the thunderbolt. We must also take into ac-
count that a radical denial of the Gods would have been impossible 
in an Athenian theatre in the days of Euripides. 
In denying the Gods of Greek mythology our poet does not deny 
the existence of divine powers altogether; but as to what these 
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divine powers really are he does not make any positive sugges-
tions. He speaks of God and of the Gods promiscuously. The 
question whether polytheism or monotheism never roused his in-
terest. At times his conception of the divine being is that of a 
pantheist, at times that of an agnostic. But" whoever Zeus may be," 
I5UTL~ 0 Zev~, H. F. 1263; fro 483; whether he be Ether, or Neces-
sity, or Mind, or J ustice,-" whatever Gods be," Or. 418: 15 TL 
'TrOT' eluLJI oi t1eoL-there is but one thing which Euripides de-
mands as an essential quality in a divinity, namely, that it must 
be morally blameless and absolutely just. The common people 
endowed the Gods with all the human passions. This unreason-
ableness and immorality of popular beliefs was exceedingly re-
pugnant to Euripides. He makes Iphigenia say, 1. T. 385 ff. : 
"It cannot be that Zeus' bride Leto bare 
Such folly. Nay, I hold unworthy credence 
The banquet given of Tantalus to the Gods,-
As though the Gods could savour a child's flesh! 
Even so, this folk, themselves man-murderers, 
Charge on their Goddess their own sin, I ween; 
For 1 believe that none of Gods is vile! " 
and one of the poet's characters in the "Bellerophontes" de-
clares: 
fro 294, 7: 
d iJrol TL OPWULlI ul,uxpov, OUK Eiulv tleo£. 
"If the Gods do aught base, then they are not Gods." 
This latter declaration is according to the German scholar, Nestle, 
the basic principle of Euripides' whole attack upon the Gods of 
Greek mythology. Over against this verse of Euripides Nestle 
sets the following verse of Sophocles: 
fro 226, 4: 
aLuxpOJl J.l.EP OVOEP WII vcprryovvraL {leol, 
" Nothing to which the Gods lead men is base," 
and points out what both poets have in common with each other 
and in what they differ from one another. Common to both is 
the assumption" that God and sin are mutually exclusive terms" ; 
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but they' differ in the conclusion which they draw from this as-
sumption. Sophocles infers: Everytl.Iing the Gods do is right, no 
matter how it may seem to us (" even if they bid thee travel be-
yond the right" (€~W OLK7Js). Euripides draws the opposite con-
clusion: The sinful Gods of mythology are no Gods at all. 
Furthermore, Euripides, as contrasted with Sophocles, could 
not reconcile the baffling spectacle of injustice triumphing over 
justice with a belief in the existence of just beings such as he 
held the Gods must be. The cruel inequality of the distribution 
of blessings and evils among men leads him sometimes to doubt 
the providential government of the world in any sense of the 
term. 
These conceptions that the popular Gods are devoid of justice, 
and that there is no divine justice in the government of the world, 
fully explain the poet's attitude to represent these Gods, when-
ever opportunity offers, in an unfavorable, obnoxious, ahd shame-
ful light, thus holding forth what a miserable set of deities men 
had formed for themselves out of their own imagination. 
Euripides makes frequent use of prayers addressed to the dead. 
Such prayers presuppose at least the existence and presence of 
the spirit of the dead. In this respect Euripides seems, at first 
thought, to share the views of the two older dramatists who be-
lieved in immortality and a future life; but in reality his many 
reflections on the subject are of such a conflicting and confusing 
character that they do not give us any consistent views on the 
possibility of a future life. Even the prayer of Megara ad-
dressed to Hercules in Hades begins with a sceptical remark: 
"Dear love,-if any in Hades of the dead 
Can hear,-I cry this to thee, Hercules!" 
See page 60, H. F. 490 ff.; see also page 130, frgg. 336, 454, 536. 
Euripides' reflections on life beyond the grave reveal the same 
inconsistent views which we are everywhere to witness in con-
nection with his handling of the supernatural element. 
Curses as well as prayers presuppose the existence of some 
supernatural power to execute for man his heart's expressed de-
sire. All three tragic poets furnish examples where destiny is 
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aroused and set in motion by human will in the curse. The be-
liefs in the intervention of protecting and punishing supernatural 
powers, inherited curses, and evil destinies play an important part 
in the tragedies of lEschylus, but according to him it is not a 
blind fate with which man has to deal; he is only blinded and 
hastened to destruction when he has voluntarily made an evil 
choice: 
Pers. 742: 
aAX' oral' U1r€VO?1 Ti~ aVT6<;, XW th;os UVv(l.7r'T€'Tat. 
"When the fool to folly hasteth, God shall speed him to his fall." 
According to Sophocles destiny as the mere expression of the will 
of the Godhead is just. CEdipus, for example, when informed of 
the evil in store acts "neither seeing nor inquiring" (oM' opWV 
o{;{}' iUTOpWV) in killing his father and marrying his mother. It is 
the shortsightedness of man rather than the deception of God 
which brings him to ruin. Most of the curses in the tragedies of 
Euripides are imprecations common in the every day life of the 
Greeks, and they throw but little light on our question regarding 
the supernatural. But where he refers to hereditary or family 
curses, as in the "Hippolytus" and the "Phceniss<c," he makes 
them a part of inevitable fate. In conformity with his conception 
of the providential government of the world he identifies them 
with unknown forces that, past human control, bring man to ruin. 
That Euripides did not intend to cast doubt on the sacred char-
acter of oaths has already been stated; for the two examples in 
question see 1. A. 394 ff., and Hipp. 6I2. In reference to the 
general outcry against the latter passage Mahaffy with indigna-
tion expresses his doubt" whether 'any criticism, ancient or mod-
ern, contains among its myriad injustices, whether of negligence, 
ignorance, or deliberate malice, a more flagrantly absurd accusa-
tion." (Classical Greek Literature, Vol. I, page 335.) Euripides 
throughout his plays shows a deep regard for the sanctity of 
oath, but as a profound and advanced thinker he rejects the 
narrow and unintelligent formalism of the herd. It is not the 
mere formula of oath which when once pronounced is absolutely 
binding, even though one be not able to keep one's word. In the 
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opinion of Euripides only that oath is valid and binding that has 
been made deliberately and without constraint. 
In Greek life oracles and prophecies played a considerable part. 
Belief in divination was particularly strong in the hours of politi-
cal crisis and national peril, as e.g., during the Peloponnesian 
War where people were so uncertain about the future the Gods 
held in store for them. The Greek writers reflect the influence 
of divination in various ways. How important a figure it cut in 
Greek thought and life is shown especially by the prominence 
which JEschylus assigns to divination in Prometheus 484 ff. 
Oracles and Prophecies are also of frequent occurrence in the 
tragedies of Euripides and yet the poet has no regard for the art 
of divination. Only one of his characters speaks favorably of 
soothsaying,-Theseus in the "Supplices" (21 I ff.), and he is 
certainly not the medium of the poet's thought. His own thought 
on the subject finds expression in nearly all his tragedies. Un-
sparingly he attacks the "ambitious breed" of soothsayers, who 
are impostors, and whose art is a lying art. And his attacks 
upon oracles and divination are made the more effective by pre-
senting the oracle-god himself in the most shameful light. It is, 
however, not only the worthless and doubtful character of the 
seers themselves that provokes Euripides to assail the diviners. 
The basic principle of his attack must be sought in the poet's 
conception of divination in general. See Hel. 744 ff.; 1. A. 957; 
fro 793; 963. The knowledge to read the thoughts of the Gods is 
not within the reach of mortals. Those who pretend to possess 
this knowledge deceive people by their talk. The inscrutable 
ways of Heaven are past finding out and therefore divination 
cannot reveal them. It is at this point that Euripides is prin-
cipally at variance with his predecessors as far as divination is 
concerned. 
The same. spirit of the free-thinker, in contrast with the two 
older dramatists, is revealed in Euripides' handling of dreams 
and visions. The belief in the divine and prophetic character of 
dreams and visions is universal throughout Greek literature. In 
Homer the sender of dreams is Zeus, 11. II, 4 ff. JEschylus 
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believed that in sleep the human mind is open to influences which 
in waking moments are denied: 
Eum. I04-5; 
fMovua -yap cj>prw IJp.p.aULP AaWlrpVPfTaL, 
EP .qp,Epfl. OE p,o'p' a7rpOUKo1ros {JPOTWP. 
"For oft in sleep comes light upon the soul, 
But in the day their fate is hid from men." 
He also includes the discovery of the rules of oneiromancy among 
the impprtant things for which mankind are indebted to Pro-
metheus (485). Euripides following the traditional belief em-
ploys dreams and visions in his dramas. Their usage was too 
well established and they were also too convenient to be given up 
altogether. He introduces them especially where a pathetic or 
serious effect is aimed at in tragedy, but at the same time he 
leaves no doubt as to his own opinion about dreams and visions. 
In his eyes they belong not to the world of reality, but to the 
world of illusion. Whatever warrant of truth they have lies in 
their native power of attraction and in the response which they 
call out from unprejudiced feeling. Dreams and visions accord-
ing to Euripides are natural phenomena without any superna-
tural background; see 1. T. 569, 570-75; Or. 255; Ale. 252 ff. 
All his life Euripides had been deeply perplexed on the subject 
of the supernatural, and he found himself no nearer to the truth 
at the end than he was at the beginning. It has often been main-
tained that towards the close of his life he has drawn nearer to 
the religion of his fathers. The only monument of this alleged 
change is that remarkable play, the" Bacchce" which has been 
considered a recantation, or at least an attempt on the part of the 
poet" to put himself right with the public in matters on which he 
had been misunderstood" (J. E. Sandys, The Bacchce of Euripi-
des, Introd., p. lxxxi). That this play written in the home of 
Dionysus. whose worship was intimately connected with the 
origin and development of the Greek drama, deals predominantly 
with religious matters, such as the Dionysiac possession, divine 
madness, and enthusiasm, is only natural. But despite the re-
ligious character of the play the handling of the supernatural as 
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illustrated in prayer and divination in the" Baccha:" is in keep-
ing with the· poet's general attitude toward the supernatural. 
Even if we accept the view held by C. H. Moore and James Adam 
that Dionysus in the play "stands for the spirit of enthusiasm 
in the ancient Greek meaning of the weird," and" that the prin-
cipal lesson of the drama is to be found in the words: Not with 
knowledge is wisdom bought (395), that is, there is something 
stronger and greater than reason in the life of man, namely en-
thusiasm, inspiration,"-the indisputable fact still remains that 
our poet even in the" Baccha:" relapses into the old iconoclastic 
manner. 
Euripides marks a transition-period. He stands between tra-
ditional belief, which still retained its hold over the minds of the 
common people, and modern thought, which had already awak-
ened and enlightened the minds of many thinking men. He has 
not altogether thrown off the shackles of tradition, nor has he 
stepped into the freedom of a new belief. Himself a tragic poet 
and an advanced and philosophical thinker he is at a double dis-
advantage. Constrained by the unwritten laws of Greek tragedy 
he could not sever all connection with the past. Like his prede-
cessors he had to take the subjects for his plays from the myths 
and heroic legends, but in contrast with the two older tragedians 
he used his themes as the old forms which he filled with a new 
spirit. He had to put new wine into old bottles. 
But the new wine bursts the outworn bottles. If we consider 
that Euripides for nearly half a century presented, before all 
Athens in the theatre, again and again, his modern conceptions 
of the supernatural, it is out of question that he helped hurry to 
complete overthrow the falling superstition of Olympus and 
thus contributed even more than the sophists to the dissolution of 
the ancient beliefs. In this negative or destructive aspect of his 
teaching Euripides closely resembles the great satirist of the sec-
ond century A.D., Lucian of Samosata, who far more openly than 
Euripides professes the scorn of irrational belief and unsparingly 
drives the pagan Gods from their thrones in the minds of think-
ing men. But the Church-strange to say!-did not consider him 
an ally but an enemy of Christianity, who, according to Suidas, in 
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the everlasting hell-fire along with Satan shall suffer for the 
harm he has done the cause of Christ; while the ciestructive teach-
ing of Euripides beguiled some of the Fathers of the Church to 
the point of believing that he was a sort of forerunner of Chris-
tianity. 
As regards the positive or constructive side of Euripides' con-
ceptions of the supernatural he offers no decided or settled con-
victions, but" he raises," as James Adam says, "nearly all the 
fundamental questions which men will always ask and never fully 
answer." He presents problems rather than principles. lEschy-
Ius sets forth the operation of great principles. Sophocles por-
trays great characters. Euripides presents great problems. With 
a higher type of the supernatural than that of the traditional 
mythology constantly in view he calls the attention of his fellow-
men to the imperfections of the customary belief in order to goad 
them to reflection. 
Euripides is one of the great religious poets of the world, and 
it is only right and proper that James Adam in his "Religious 
Teachers of Greece" dedicated an entire chapter to our poet. 
He is even more than this: not only a religious poet whose mind, 
like a mirror, reflects the religious ideas of his time, but also a 
prophet whose message proclaims the morning of a new era. 
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INDEX OF REFERENCES TO THE PRAYERS, CURSES, OATHS, ORACLES, PROPHE-
CIES, DREAMS, AND VISIONS IN THE TRAGEDIES AND 
FRAGMENTS OF EURIPIDES 
Play Page Prayers Curses 
I 
Oaths Oracles I Proph. Dreams I Visio~ 
Ale .....•.. 8 163-69 
9 213-25 
10 .. , ...... . . . . . . . . . . ...... . '" ., . 252-63 
II .. , ...... 12-14 
12 
• "0 ••••• . . . . . . . . . 65-69 
Medea ..... 13 149 ff. 144-48 
14 332 160-65 
516-19 IS 1251-60 
1405-07 
16 · ........ 1327-29 492-95 
17 ........ . ..... , . Ij~i=~~l ..... .... . .. ,., . 
· . . . . . . . . ..... , . 731-3 2 
· . . . . . . . . ....... 735-36 
· . . . . . . . . ....... 752-53' 
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